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 Before cooperation: hegemons, regimes, and
 habit-driven actors in world politics

 James N. Rosenau

 Robert 0. Keohane. After Hegemony: Cooperation and Discord in the
 World Political Economy. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984.

 Kenneth A. Oye, ed. Cooperation under Anarchy. Princeton: Princeton
 University Press, 1986.

 It could be argued that "bad," inaccurate theory on a grandiose scale is
 better than no theory (since its flaws provide guidance for further inquiry)
 and that it may even be better than "good," accurate theory (since its failed
 hypotheses provoke further inquiry). This argument derives from a concep-
 tion of theorizing as a means of building knowledge, as part of a social
 process wherein various investigators build on each other's work. If all the
 loose ends are accounted for in a theory, the social process languishes and
 the theory's accuracy becomes a substitute for pondering change and its
 consequences. Similarly, if no theory is offered, then the analysis of a prob-
 lem suffers because our imaginations are not moved to probe where the
 problem fits in any larger scheme. On the other hand, if the theory is bad in
 the sense that it fails to account adequately for the empirical world it pur-
 ports to explain, then we are emboldened to search for alternative explana-
 tions.

 The need for theorizing-good and bad-is especially acute in world poli-
 tics today. Change is so pervasive in both the internal and external lives of
 communities and nation-states that old formulations no longer feel comfort-

 Several colleagues have provided helpful comments in response to earlier drafts of this
 article. For these I am indebted to Jonathan Aronson, David A. Baldwin, Michael G. Fry,
 Charles F. Hermann, Alex R. Hybel, Margaret P. Karns, Dwain Mefford, John S. Odell,
 Charles A. Powell, Susan Strange, Shibley Telhami, Pauline Vaillancourt, and Dina Zinnes as
 well as the present and the next editor of this journal (see note 9). Responsibility for the final
 draft, however, is mine alone.

 International Organization 40, 4, Autumn 1986
 X 1986 by the World Peace Foundation and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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 able. One dimly senses that new structures and processes, not to mention
 new values and actors, are emerging and taking the course of events into
 uncharted realms of experience. If we have only vague feelings that change
 is taking global life in new and unfamiliar directions-if "there can be
 awareness of world changes without awareness of that awareness" '-only
 by theorizing afresh can we begin to give structure and meaning to the

 emergent world that lies ahead.
 And even if the continuities at work on the world scene are judged to be

 more powerful than the changes, the latter are still sufficiently conspicuous
 to intensify the need for theoretical breakthroughs. Venturesomeness is
 needed, a willingness to ask big questions and to dare to answer them, to
 think on a large scale, ignoring the small-minded among us who equate

 grandiose endeavor with pomposity rather than extraordinary aspirations.
 Indeed, recognizing that there is virtue in bad theory, in being wrong, we

 should welcome and even encourage a recklessness in interpreting the mean-

 ing of the changes driving world politics.
 In short, this is not a time for nit-picking, for finding fault with vague

 definitions, imprecise formulations, and skewed data. We need, rather, to
 appreciate and build upon the work of those among us who do not shrink
 from taking on the whole world and its underlying patterns as their theoreti-
 cal problem.

 This is the spirit in which I assess the two volumes under review. Both are
 on the cutting edge of new modes of studying international cooperation and
 deserve a presumption of high quality and creativity. Both move back and

 forth easily between case materials and theoretical generalizations as pat-
 terns are uncovered and explanations offered. And although both are clearly
 anxious to develop understandings that facilitate cooperation in world poli-
 tics, at the same time neither seeks to accomplish this goal through norma-
 tive reasoning. Both are oriented, rather, toward empirical theorizing. They
 explicitly aspire to clarify the dynamics of cooperation so that practitioners

 of world politics will be better able to perform their tasks.
 Robert Keohane, in particular, has written a daring and grandiose book,

 one that probes for underlying patterns in world politics and seeks to trace
 their change as it sweeps across a wide range of phenomena and an impres-
 sive number of concepts and perspectives to explain them. At times his book
 is also contradictory, ambivalent, and outrageous, qualities that give pause,
 enliven thought, stir curiosity, and otherwise lead the reader to ponder
 where global politics may be heading.

 Much the same can be said about the nine essays in Kenneth Oye's edited
 volume. Each independently addresses a different dimension of interna-
 tional cooperation, but their juxtaposition does not sum to the discur-

 1. F. E. Emery and E. L. Trist, Towards A Social Ecology: Contextual Appreciations of the
 Future in the Present (New York: Plenum, 1975), p. 32.
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 siveness that often marks symposia. As Oye rightly claims, he and his
 contributors "share a unified analytic framework derived from elementary
 game theory and microeconomics" (p. 2) which, in my judgment, infuses
 their collective effort with a high degree of coherence. More important, they

 share a readiness to be venturesome, to move freely into those realms of
 international activity where stabilizing patterns are established and pre-

 served despite the absence of centralized authority. These are not studies of
 a single region, a particular era, or a specific activity. They probe, rather,
 beyond place and time, at that level of abstraction where politics, diplo-
 macy, and economics converge on a global scale. That my ensuing analysis
 focuses more extensively on the Keohane undertaking is not to imply that the

 edited volume is any less thought-provoking or significant. It is only to say
 that Keohane's book, along with his co-authored essay in the Oye volume,2
 offers a more elaborate and integrated theoretical statement about hege-

 mons, regimes, and rational actors as sources of international cooperation
 than does the symposium. At the same time, the very diversity of the edited
 volume clarifies the several ways in which rational-actor models are open to

 challenge and refutation.
 In short, I think the two volumes taken together amount to the best of

 "bad theory," and as such they have provoked me to clarify my own think-
 ing about global dynamics and how to best understand them. What follows,
 therefore, is offered not as nit-picking but as a critique for those who may be

 inclined to utilize the emergent literature on international cooperation of
 which these two works will surely become centerpieces.3 Throughout his
 book Keohane invites this kind of reaction (e.g., p. 41), almost as a plea so
 that he can carry his theorizing forward. So the criticism that follows is a

 measure of respect for what he and his colleagues in the Oye symposium
 have undertaken and accomplished. I hope it will help sustain the process
 wherein our collective comprehension of world politics expands and
 deepens.

 Criteria for theorizing about world politics

 Grandiose theories of world politics cry out for grandiose criteria with which
 to assess them. If ours is an era of change-what Keohane calls a "period of
 transition" (p. 218)-then we need to be especially sensitive to the criteria
 we employ to evaluate those who dare to roam across vast theoretical vistas.
 Seven such criteria are set forth below and subsequently used to organize

 2. Robert Axelrod and Robert 0. Keohane, "Achieving Cooperation under Anarchy: Strate-
 gies and Institutions," in Oye, ed., Cooperation under Anarchy, pp. 226-54.

 3. Other noteworthy entries in this emergent literature include Robert Axelrod, The Evolu-
 tion of Cooperation (New York: Basic, 1984), and Duncan Snidal, "Limits of Hegemonic
 Stability Theory," International Organization 39 (Autumn 1985), pp. 579-614.
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 my evaluation of the two volumes. All seven criteria strike me as necessary
 to a full assessment, so that the order in which they are presented is strictly
 arbitrary.

 1. Grandiose theory needs to be founded on at least one genuine puz-
 zle. By this is not meant simply a perplexing problem; rather, such a
 puzzle consists of a recurring pattern-an outcome, a dependent
 variable-that is both important and defies explanation.4

 2. Grandiose theory needs to specify several prime dynamics-what
 some call "master variables" -if the sources of change are to be
 understood and the tension between change and continuity por-
 trayed. The number of prime dynamics should not be so great that
 parsimony is jeopardized; but neither should parsimony be achieved
 at the cost of omitting any of the major factors that drive world poli-
 tics.

 3. Grandiose theory needs to be centrally focused on relational phe-
 nomena, on the processes whereby actors influence, control, or
 otherwise modify or preserve each other's behavior. Such a focus is
 in contrast to a concern with what actors possess, the power and ca-
 pabilities they bring to interactive relationships. Possessions are
 static and cannot in themselves predict outcomes. Only a compre-
 hension of relational phenomena allows one to anticipate what will
 result when the actors bring their possessions to bear in their in-
 teractions. Stated differently, politics is about relational phenomena,
 about how behavior pets modified across great spatial, temporal, and
 functional distances, and only if such phenomena are core dimen-
 sions of the theory can understanding of world politics be substan-
 tially advanced.

 4. Grandiose theory needs to have a perspective on whether the state
 of political nature tends toward continuity or collapse. If the dynam-
 ics that drive world politics are to be meaningfully incorporated into
 the theory, it makes a huge difference whether systems are viewed
 as always on the verge of collapse (so that the theorizing is oriented
 toward probing what holds them together and enables them to get
 from one moment in time to the next) or always capable of repro-
 ducing themselves (so that the theorizing focuses on how they come
 apart and break down).

 5. Grandiose theory needs to allow for the interaction of macro and
 micro variables, for the ways in which systems and subsystems at

 4. The nature of genuine puzzles is elaborated in James N. Rosenau, "Puzzlement in Foreign
 Policy," Jerusalem Journal of International Relations 1 (Summer 1976), pp. 1-10.

 5. This conception of politics is spelled out in James N. Rosenau, Calculated Control as a
 Unifying Concept in the Study of International Politics and Foreign Policy, Research Mono-
 graph No. 15 (Princeton: Center of International Studies, Princeton University, 1963).
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 diverse levels of aggregation impact on each other. Since any theory
 of world politics is bound to incorporate a number of large collec-
 tivities, it is likely to be cast on a macro scale; but explaining both
 the actions and interactions of the relevant collectivities in an age of
 interdependence cannot be accomplished if the analysis does not
 move back and forth freely across several levels. (To be sure, some
 realist and Marxist theories are cast at only one level; but such for-
 mulations are regarded here as narrow rather than grandiose in
 scope.)

 6. Grandiose theories need to be clear about the values on which they
 rest so that others can more readily assess their logic and im-
 plications.

 7. Grandiose theories need to include null hypotheses, thus enabling
 the theorist to be proven wrong and compelling her to stretch her
 variables across as wide a range as her imagination will allow.6

 So as to avoid slipping unintentionally into nit-picking, let us also be clear
 about what grandiose theories need not encompass. Initially they do not
 have to include operationalized hypotheses or systematic data with which to
 test them. Nor is there any immediate need for them to be overly sensitive to
 methodological strategies or excessively precise in their conceptual distinc-
 tions. These dimensions can be added later. To insist on them at the outset is
 to risk curbing imagination and imposing a restricted scale when what is
 needed is a readiness to be playful. As long as the theory's concepts,
 definitions, and propositions are reasonably clear and appropriate, the fine
 tuning can wait. The tasks of the normal scientist can be undertaken only
 after her revolutionary counterpart has paved the way-to use Thomas
 Kuhn's distinction7-and it is the latter whose energy needs to be stimu-
 lated.

 This is not a call to abandon discipline. The dynamics of change are not a
 license to proceed in any manner that suits the observer or, as I think is done
 elsewhere in the pages of this issue,8 to develop a philosophical reasoning
 that justifies turning away from-even against-the basic tenets of empirical
 science which require that variables be specified and that the analyst be ever
 mindful of the eventual need to observe and measure them. These elemen-
 tary requirements of science are not antithetical to a venturesome spirit or
 the exercise of imagination. Indeed, adherence to such requirements is cru-
 cial if the task of theorizing afresh is to pay off and penetrate the obscurities
 and ambiguities to which the pace of change has given rise.

 6. I am grateful to Keohane's book for this innovative solution to the gender-bias problem.
 7. Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 2d ed. (Chicago: University of

 Chicago Press, 1970).
 8. Friedrich Kratochwil and John Gerard Ruggie, "International Organization: A State of the

 Art on an Art of the State," International Organization 40 (Autumn 1986), pp. 753-75.
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 Metatheoretical premises

 The reader should not be deceived by the clarity of the forgoing criteria for
 evaluating grandiose theory. To employ them as I do below-with the result
 that After Hegemony receives a positive score on four of the criteria, a
 negative rating on two, and a mixed outcome on the seventh-is not simply
 to apply objective standards. For, clearly, the criteria one uses to assess
 theories of world politics are in themselves the product of theory-in this
 case, my theory, or at least my metatheoretical premises, as to what ought,
 minimally, to be included in a compelling formulation of global dynamics.

 So the reader is entitled to an exposition of the assumptions that underlie
 the ensuing assessment. Such a preliminary statement is needed so that my
 stress on concepts that Keohane and his colleagues underplay and others on
 which they rely too heavily can be pondered in a context rather than as ex
 cathedra pronouncements.

 Developing such a metatheoretical statement is not easy. One can readily
 identify criteria for evaluating the grandiose theories of others, since the
 flaws in their reasoning seem so self-evident in the light of one's own theo-
 retical predispositions. But probing for the underpinnings of our own predis-
 positions can be difficult because we become so accustomed to taking them
 for granted. Such is the case here. In point of fact I prepared the meta-
 theoretical statement that follows after colleagues convincingly pointed out
 that my original application of the seven criteria implied the existence of
 objective standards.9

 Nor do the difficulties of the task disappear once one is jolted into return-
 ing to intellectual roots and explicating how they support the reasoning
 through which the criteria for evaluating grandiose theory were derived. One
 must then confront the many metatheories that have proliferated as the
 world has become more complex and scholars more sensitive to the links
 between that world and their structuring of it. To achieve clarity amidst this
 welter of ideas, one must pick one's way through a host of substantive and
 methodological formulations, schools of thought, and approaches that can
 serve as a basis for organizing premises. In doing so, however, one soon
 discovers that some of these overlap, others are partial in scope, and still
 others are plagued by elusive boundaries. As one astute observer put it,
 "There are so many competing 'schools,' 'paradigms,' and 'models' in inter-
 national politics, all vying for attention, legitimacy, and dollars for new
 research agendas, that it has become difficult to make any sense of the
 field. . ... 9 10

 9. I am indebted to Peter Katzenstein and Stephen D. Krasner for stressing the need to
 indicate the underlying presumptions of this article.

 10. K. J. Holsti, "The Science of International Politics: Promise, Production, and Problems"
 (Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Political Science Association, Chicago,
 2 September 1983, p. 5).
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 Regardless of whether the proliferation of metatheories amounts to a be-
 wildering disarray or to a constructive dialogue,'1 it can make identification
 of one's organizing premises an awesome endeavor. One could, of course,
 greatly simplify the task by declaring one's loyalty to a specific approach,
 school, or formulation-even elevating that allegiance to the level of a the-
 ory or paradigm-but the gaps between the approaches and the overlaps
 among them seem too great for me to make such a declaration.

 Accordingly, although four of the seven evaluative criteria (#1, 2, 6, and
 7) come straight from the philosophy of science and its premises about the
 nature of viable empirical theory, the sources of the others (#3, 4, and 5) are
 more varied. All three are substantive and yet clearly their intellectual roots
 do not derive from a single theoretical orientation. Where, then, do they
 originate? In part, I suppose, in years of observation and attempts to tease
 recurrent patterns out of diverse phenomena. In part, too, they manifest
 traces of realist, sociological, and decision-making approaches to world poli-
 tics. 12 Most immediately, however, criteria #3, 4, and 5 were the product of
 a mental game I played to get to the substantive core of my theoretical
 predispositions. In playing out this game it quickly became clear that the
 three criteria do not derive neatly from any major school of thought pres-
 ently commanding attention in international studies.

 It might thus be said that the combining of four philosophy-of-science
 criteria and three substantive criteria is the mark of an ad hoc approach to
 theorizing, an eclecticism run riot, or at least an eclectic perspective that
 weaves its own unique web. Such a label, however, is unsatisfying because
 eclecticism suggests a lack of coherence, perhaps even inconsistencies, in
 the premises that underlie one's thinking about world politics. The seven
 criteria may not stem from as elegant a foundation as that used by realists,
 structuralists, liberals, mercantilists, globalists, statists, Marxists, Grotians,
 or any of the other prominent schools; but neither do they spring from a

 11. For a cogent analysis of this issue, see K. J. Holsti, The Dividing Discipline: Hegemony
 and Diversity in International Theory (Winchester, Mass.: Allen & Unwin, 1985). Other recent
 efforts to tease some order out of the theoretical profusion are provided by Hayward R. Alker,
 Jr., and Thomas J. Biersteker, "The Dialectics of World Order: Notes for a Future Archeologist
 of International Savoir Faire," International Studies Quarterly 28 (June 1984), pp. 121-42; Ray
 Maghroori and Bennett Ramberg, eds., Globalism versus Realism: International Relations'
 Third Debate (Boulder: Westview, 1982); and Paul R. Viotti and Mark V. Kauppi, eds., Interna-
 tional Relations Theory: Alternative Images (New York: Wiley, forthcoming).

 12. The intellectual roots of criteria #3, 4, and 5 can perhaps be most directly traced to
 Herbert Simon, Administrative Behavior (New York: Macmillan, 1947); Talcott Parsons and
 Edward A. Shills, eds., Toward a General Theory of Action (Cambridge: Harvard University
 Press, 1952); David Easton, The Political System: An Inquiry into the State of Political Science
 (New York: Knopf, 1953); Richard C. Snyder, H. W. Bruck, and Burton Sapin, Decision-
 Making as an Approach to the Study of International Politics (Princeton: Organizational Be-
 havior Section, Princeton University, 1954); Charles E. Lindblom, "The Science of 'Muddling
 through,' " Public Administration Review 19 (Spring 1959); and Neil A. McDonald, Politics: A
 Study of Control Behavior (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1965).
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 scattershot, disconnected, and ambiguous set of organizing assumptions.
 Quite to the contrary, after probing for the core premises on which my

 substantive orientation to the field rests, I am persuaded that the seven

 criteria do derive from a coherent, if somewhat inelegant, foundation. Al-
 though it is a foundation I am reluctant to label-partly because labels can
 be so readily divorced from contents, and partly because the core includes
 elements of several schools and my label may suggest a misleading diver-
 gence from the main intellectual streams that shape current inquiry-for
 purposes of brevity I have called it the "habit-driven actor" approach.

 One way of unearthing the bedrock premises of a metatheory is to play a
 game with one's reasoning. By asking the same question-"Why do I make
 that assertion about the fundamentals of world politics?" and then end-
 lessly repeating it in response to every substantive answer one offers, even-

 tually the string runs out and one comes upon the answer, "Because that is
 what I believe!" At the point where one's understanding of global dynamics
 yields no new substance, one knows that bedrock has been encountered,
 that core premises have been identified. Marxists come upon bedrock when
 the game leads them to assertions about class phenomena; realists do the

 same when they find themselves reiterating their beliefs about the power-
 maximizing orientations of states; structuralists run out of answers when
 they cannot move their explanations beyond the recurrent patterns that
 describe macro phenomena; and behavioralists know the core when they are
 satisfied that the patterns traced by empirical data accurately reflect what
 they purport to describe.

 As these examples indicate, the "why-do-I-make-that-assertion" game is
 not a subtle form of reductionism. The various metatheorists are not led by
 the endless series of "why" questions to converge at a microbiological level.
 Rather the adherents of each approach cease to press further when their

 minds come to rest, either substantively or methodologically, upon a
 sociopolitical understanding that is acceptable as a set of core premises.

 With this game as a guide, I pressed myself to explain why grandiose
 theories of world politics should be evaluated for their sensitivity to change
 and their inclusion of relational phenomena, continuity-collapse orienta-
 tions, macro-micro interactions, and four tenets drawn from the philosophy

 of science. For me the bedrock answer became clear through an inability to
 ignore, take for granted, or otherwise dismiss the presence of the individual
 in the configurations which constitute and sustain global life. Although I find

 myself comfortable depicting and assessing the macro structures, institu-
 tions, and collectivities that pervade world politics, at the same time I can-

 not bring myself to subsume under systemic requirements the individuals-

 be they officials, producers, workers, or citizens-embedded in and linked
 to these macro phenomena. More specifically, I am willing to put aside the

 ambiguities inherent in the concept of the state and treat it as a major actor in
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 world politics, but I cannot do so without reference to those who act on
 behalf of states and those who accept the legitimacy of such actions. 13

 In short, although I do not deny the existence of the state, the interna-

 tional system, or any other macro collectivity or structure, neither am I able

 to be content with them as sufficient explanations of change. International

 systems and their collectivities are composed of institutions, structures, and
 processes. These constrain action and they provoke collectivities to under-
 take policies and resist aggression. Even so, a collectivity's actions and
 reactions may be shaped by the individuals of whom it is comprised, and it is

 the possibility of these links which prevents me from falling back on

 metatheoretical premises that locate causation only in macro sources.
 Underlying this inability to focus exclusively on macro phenomena is a

 genuine puzzle-namely, a perplexity over how it is that more often than not

 organized collectivities manage to cohere and persist. As will be seen, I find
 it impossible to take such coherence and persistence for granted, and playing

 the "why-do-I-make-that-assertion" game revealed that this orientation
 rests on a reluctance to assume that micro phenomena are bound to remain
 constant. This assumption presents no problem to neorealists as long as
 authority is centralized and exercised. Under this circumstance, in their

 judgment, the micro phenomena, having been conditioned by the structures
 of which they are a part, are bound to conform to macro requirements. It

 follows that at the level of nation-states they experience no puzzlement over
 the existence of macro processes, structures, and institutions. For them it is
 elementary, patently obvious, or otherwise self-evident that today's collec-
 tivities will be functioning tomorrow, and thus they can easily treat micro
 phenomena as given and confine their inquires to broad, macro dynamics.
 This is an enviable perspective, since it sets manageable limits on the tasks

 of analysis and confines puzzlement to the international arena where author-
 ity is not centralized even while a modicum of order prevails (i.e., where the
 prevailing condition is that of cooperation under anarchy).

 But puzzlement is stronger than envy; or at least my perplexity over the
 coherence and persistence of any collectivity is too unremitting to yield to
 the practicality of the neorealist perspective. As will be seen, I view author-
 ity as involving relational processes. This means that authority can be only
 as effective as the readiness to comply of those toward whom it is directed.
 Although this readiness normally marks the life of collectivities, there is no
 assurance that it will remain constant. If the mind thus does not come to rest
 with macro processes, structures, and institutions-if the successful exer-

 13. For a discussion of both the ambiguities of the concept and the reasoning that led me
 reluctantly to accept them, see James N. Rosenau, "The State in an Era of Cascading
 Politics: Wavering Concept, Widening Competence, Withering Colossus, or Weathering
 Change?" (Paper presented at the Congress of the International Political Science Association,
 Paris, 16 July 1985).
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 cise of even the most centralized authority always seems problematic-
 there is no alternative but to press on for clarity over the micro foundations
 of the macro phenomena.

 Bedrock, then, lies in both macro and micro dynamics. It consists not of
 one or the other but of the interaction between them. Whatever the nature
 and direction of this interaction, its continual flow amounts to a metatheoret-
 ical premise that allows for change, relational phenomena, and system con-
 tinuity or collapse through the hypothetical possibility that macro-micro
 interactions may alter the parameters and extend the fluctuations of the
 variables through which global life unfolds from day to day and era to era.

 In my judgment this core conception of world politics as rooted in macro-
 micro interactions amounts to an empirical foundation and not a value base.
 Although I may seem to stress these interactive processes because of an
 underlying commitment to the inherent worth of the individual and an aspi-
 ration to save her from the conceptual clutches of those who see her as
 responsive merely to the requirements of macro institutions, such is far from
 the case. The interactive core stems, rather, from an understanding of how
 global life acquires form and is organized. One keeps people in the core for
 the same reasons that states and other macro institutions are kept there:
 because the interactions among them can have relevant consequences.

 That the presumption of macro-micro interaction is not a sly way of high-
 lighting individual dignity under the guise of an analytic requirement can be
 further demonstrated by noting my readiness to ignore the whole person and
 focus on only those of her aspects that are engaged in the interactive pro-
 cesses. It is not the worthiness of the person that is of analytic concern but,
 rather, how her actions shape and are shaped by the cognitive maps, role
 expectations, and belief systems inherent in her macro circumstances. In-
 deed, in order to focus attention on the need for more precise conceptualiza-
 tion of the person as a political actor, elsewhere I have argued that
 analytically there is no individual apart from the network of systems in
 which she is embedded.'4 My metatheoretical premises simply do not take a
 value position on the well-being of the individual in the global system.

 Implicit in this formulation is a conception of the macro-micro distinction
 at variance with the one that many analysts, especially neorealists, tend to
 draw. Whereas the latter normally differentiate between macro and micro
 levels of analysis, here the focus is on macro and micro levels of aggrega-
 tion. The two are not the same and the difference between them has impor-
 tant analytic consequences. One focuses on the analyst and the intellectual
 processes whereby she structures world politics; the other calls attention to
 the world itself and the substantive processes whereby its smaller units are
 aggregated into larger ones.

 14. James N. Rosenau, "A Pre-Theory Revisited: World Politics in an Era of Cascading
 Interdependence," International Studies Quarterly 28 (1984), pp. 267-77.
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 Those who use the level-of-analysis approach to the macro-micro distinc-
 tion tend to equate the macro level with systemic phenomena and the micro
 level with subsystemic actors, processes, and structures. Such a formulation
 acknowledges that some phenomena encompass, direct, structure, or other-
 wise subsume others-that governments and economies are subsumed by
 the nation-state and nation-states by international systems-without neces-
 sarily requiring inquiry into the roles played by less comprehensive entities.
 Indeed, not being puzzled by the coherence and persistence of collectivities,
 many neorealists are comfortable confining the micro level to nation-states
 as subsystems and tracing macro-micro interactions in terms of how states
 shape and are shaped by the international systems to which they are linked. '5
 Occasionally they treat interest groups and domestic publics along with
 states as micro-level subsystems, but their analyses rarely dig deeper into
 even more disaggregated levels of analysis. In effect, by limiting their con-
 ception of the micro level to collectivities-a conception that in the first
 instance violates one's commonsense notion of micro phenomena as being
 small, even minute, in scope-they never confront the possibility that indi-
 viduals may be central actors on the global stage.

 The level-of-aggregation approach, on the other hand, distinguishes the
 macro and micro levels by the form, structure, or scope of systems: the least
 encompassing, most concrete are treated as micro phenomena, while all the
 more abstract others are located at the macro level. Viewed in this way the
 macro-micro distinction tends to be a fixed dichotomy between the smallest
 units out of which international politics can emanate and any larger units-
 that is, between individuals and face-to-face groups at the micro level and
 any more extensive actors, processes, or structures in which the participants
 are unknown to each other at the macro level. 16 The inclusion of face-to-face
 groups at the micro level derives from reasoning not unlike that which
 underlies the inclusion of firms as key actors in microeconomics: namely,
 like the individual, face-to-face groups are in a position to set priorities,
 assess possibilities, bargain over costs, take decisive steps, and accept re-
 sponsibility for their actions, dynamics that are unique to interpersonal set-
 tings and not operative in large, impersonal aggregations.

 I am more comfortable with the macro-micro distinction as levels of aggre-
 gation for several reasons. Most notable, of course, virtually by definition it
 prevents one from ignoring how individuals may be relevant to international

 15. See, for example, Morton A. Kaplan, Macropolitics: Essays on the Philosophy and
 Science of Politics (Chicago: Aldine, 1969), pp. 30-31, and Kenneth N. Waltz, Theory of
 International Politics (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1979), pp. 91, 110.

 16. For an analysis in which the micro and macro levels of-aggregation are dichotomized
 according to small- and large-scale motives rather than small- and large-scale units of action, see
 William 0. Chittick, "Macromotives and Microbehavior: A Prescriptive Analysis," in Gary K.
 Bertsch, ed., Global Policy Studies (Beverly Hills: Sage, 1982), pp. 205-29.
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 processes.17 At the same time it also focuses attention on the question of
 how the dynamics of aggregation enable the macro entities to cohere and
 persist: by conceiving of them as embracing any collectivity or activity in

 which the participants are unknown to each other, one can hardly avoid
 pondering the processes by which strangers manage to coordinate and con-

 cert their actions across long stretches of time. Third, by treating face-to-
 face groups as micro aggregations, the interactions of those who speak and

 act on behalf of collectivities are clarified. This means that summit meetings,
 cabinet sessions, and a host of other political confrontations can be probed
 for their micro dynamics, whereas under the level-of-analysis approach they
 tend to be viewed exclusively as macro phenomena, with the result that the
 impact of interpersonal interactions may not be given due consideration.

 Last, for some analysts the level-of-aggregation approach is appealing be-
 cause it enables them to articulate their belief that there are a variety of ways

 in which political actions undertaken by individuals or local groups may
 have normative consequences at the international level.18

 There is, moreover, a solid, compelling methodological reason for using

 close-at-hand, personal contacts and remote, anonymous interactions as the
 basis for the macro-micro dichotomy: namely, the value premises, cognitive
 processes, learning capacities, personality quirks, experiential memories,
 leadership skills, and compliance orientations that move and differentiate
 individuals and their face-to-face interactions have to be collapsed into
 shared tendencies when aggregated into impersonal collectivities, as a result
 of which only the variations that inhere in big structures and large processes
 are highlighted. The dynamics that sustain individuals and face-to-face
 groups can be more directly observed than those that propel collectivities.
 One can "see" behavior at the micro level, but the multitude of actions that
 underlie macro patterns have to be derived from remote manifestations of
 their effects and from the actions of spokespersons for collectivities which
 are presumed to be accurate reflections of the patterns. One can, for in-
 stance, "see" officials perceive each other, calculate strategies, and make
 decisions, just as the compliance or defiance of citizens with respect to such
 decisions can be observed; but the actions, responses, coherence, de-

 17. For an elaboration of this point, see Roger A. Coate, "Bridging the Micro-Macro Gap in
 Global Relations Theory" (Paper presented at the annual meeting of the International Studies
 Association, Washington, D. C., 6-9 March 1985).

 18. In this connection see the work of Chadwick F. Alger, particularly his more recent
 articles: "Human Development: A Micro to Macro Perspective" (Paper presented at the annual
 meeting of the International Studies Association, Mexico City, 5-9 April 1983); Alger, "Bridg-
 ing the Micro and the Macro in International Relations Research," Alternatives 10 (Winter
 1984-85), pp. 319-44; and Alger, "Creating Local Institutions for Sustained Participation in
 Peacebuilding" (Paper presented at the annual meeting of the International Society of Political
 Psychology, Washington, D.C., 18-21 June 1985).
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 cisiveness, and stability of collectivities and their institutions can be traced
 only through huge comparisons and complex inferences.'9

 The habit-driven actor approach

 To understand how the three substantive criteria (#3, 4, and 5) for assessing
 grandiose theory derive from presumption of interaction between macro and
 micro levels of aggregation, it is useful to expand somewhat further on this
 metatheoretical core. Most notable, we need to elaborate the nature of the
 actors whose well-being is conceptually irrelevant but whose actions are
 viewed as core phenomena. Who are these individuals? What do they share
 and do that locates them at the core of global structures and processes? The
 answer is straightforward: they are both officials and citizens who strive for
 goals and respond to challenges in habitual ways. What they have in com-
 mon is habit-driven behavior. All the habits that drive their behavior are
 viewed as a composite-a habit pool, as it were, that is fed and sustained by
 the diverse wellsprings of human experience. That is, be they Americans,
 Russians, or anyone else, their actions are posited as stemming from a
 combination of past experiences, cultural norms, memories, beliefs, person-
 ality, role expectations, and cognitive styles to which they have long been
 accustomed, by which they manage to maintain continuity in their affairs,
 and through which they are linked into the macro systems relevant to their
 lives. Depending on how these bases of behavior combine to make each
 act like the previous one in the same context, the habit-driven actor can
 be flexible or rigid, open or closed to learning, power-oriented or self-
 sacrificing, calculating or impulsive, complex or simple-but whatever the
 quality and direction of her behavior, it springs from a readiness to respond
 to situations in a characteristic and repetitive fashion. The particular combi-
 nation of habitual memories, traits, beliefs, and expectations which com-
 prises the initiatives and responses of a person is that person's habit function
 relative to whatever systemic context or situation in which it may be ap-
 plied. The habit-driven actor does not estimate this function; rather she is
 used to acting in terms of it and does so with whatever degree of thought and
 emotion her particular habit function has always required.

 19. For an analysis of how the size of social structures and the scope of social processes can
 have important methodological consequences, see Charles Tilly, Big Structures, Large Pro-
 cesses, Huge Comparisons (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 1984). Other cogent inquiries
 into macro-micro interactions can be found in Randall Collins, "On the Microfoundations of
 Macrosociology," American Journal of Sociology 86 (1981), pp. 984-1014; Michael Hechter,
 ed., The Microfoundations of Macrosociology (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1983);
 K. Knorr-Cetina and A. V. Cicourel, eds., Advances in Social Theory and Methodology:
 Toward an Integration of Micro- and Macro-Sociologies (Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul,
 1981); and Thomas C. Schelling, Micromotives and Macrobehavior (New York: Norton, 1978).
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 Lest the word habit be taken to suggest behavior so physiological as to be
 addictive or so routinized as to be free of norms, I must quickly add that
 nothing in this formulation is conceived to be comparable to phenomena
 such as alcoholism or getting out of the same side of the bed every morning.
 To repeat, a habit function is a composite, and among its components are an
 openness to learning as well as beliefs, normative prescriptions, cultural and
 subcultural impulses, religious imperatives, and any other value-derived ori-
 entations that may underlie a person's characteristic way of responding to
 situations. Both the political activist and the apathetic citizen, in other
 words, are viewed as habit-driven actors even though the moral import of
 their actions differs greatly.

 This is not to say that habit-driven actors do not seek to act rationally. If
 their customary way of getting from one moment in time to the next involves
 an explicit ordering of preferences, a careful framing of alternatives, a sys-
 tematic gathering of information, a deliberative cost-benefit analysis, and a
 self-conscious assessment of feedback from prior decisions, then they re-
 semble closely the prototype of the rational-actor approach. Conceptually,
 however, rational actors are but a subspecies of the habit-driven family, a
 variant that has become habituated to using counterintuitive and other
 methods to offset the distortions of memory, the compulsions of personality,
 the biases of beliefs, the inflexibility of role expectations, and the constraints
 of cognitive style. Few would quarrel with the proposition that empirically
 no individual manages fully to offset all the components of habit, that behav-
 ior originates in response to internal conditioning as well as external stimuli,
 and that thus the rational actor who only calculates interests or recognizes
 preferences is an ideal type. In other words, the behavior of even the most
 rational of actors is always driven by habit to some degree. In the real world,
 the interest-maximizing conduct of rational actors is but one dimension of
 their habit-driven functions.

 It is important that the habit-driven actor not be seen as equivalent to the
 nonrational actor. By definition, both fall short of perfect rationality, but the
 concept of a habit-driven actor is not merely a residual category for all
 behavior that is other than rational. Whereas nonrationality can involve
 impetuous, erratic, spontaneous, and otherwise inconsistent behavior, the
 habit-driven actor concept posits specified and consistent dynamics that are
 anything but impetuous or random. On the contrary, a person is habituated
 to being purposive, to having preferences, and to relying on a coherent set of
 goals as a guide to behavior. The preferences and goals themselves thus
 become habitual rather than stimuli to impulsive action. As a result, a person
 is usually well served by her habits. They get her through a variety of
 situations and enable her to meet a variety of challenges. So there are good
 reasons to be comfortable as a habit-driven actor and, as such, to eschew
 capricious behavior.

 In other words, although different habit functions drive people to engage
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 in different forms of behavior, in each case the action is a product of system-

 atic antecedents that render probable a high correspondence with the prior

 act in the same context. Thus, for example, the functions of officials include
 the habits of leadership, which may be very different from the habits of
 followership to which citizens are accustomed; but both types share the
 tendency to proceed from a well-established base of prior precedents,

 memories, beliefs, expectations, personality needs, and the like. Both act as
 they always have to maintain (or, in the case of dissenters and rebels, to dis-

 rupt) the equilibrium of the systems in which their actions have consequence.

 Nor is the habit-driven approach confined to single individuals. Collec-

 tivities can also be viewed as habit-driven actors. Indeed, in a world of habit-

 driven individuals, collectivities and their organizations are bound to
 conduct their affairs through habitual processes that draw on the collective
 memories, beliefs, and cognitive styles which have cumulated across time. A
 central purpose of organizations, in fact, is precisely that of concerting effort
 so that outputs are consistent (i.e., habitual). To be sure, organizations also
 design their decision-making activities with a view to enhancing rationality
 and the prospects of achieving their goals; but like individuals, they never
 have sufficient information and must perforce rely on habitual procedures to
 resolve their differences over goals and the meaning of the available infor-
 mation. It follows that the macro world is dominated by habit-driven states,
 each of which is so locked into its own history, geography, and socioeco-
 nomic circumstances that it responds in characteristic ways to events

 abroad. Likewise, each maintains a policy-making organization that aggre-
 gates the macro habits and seeks to ensure (through foreign policies) that the
 responses are both consistent with prior experiences and adaptive to under-
 lying circumstances.

 Whether the focus is on individuals or collectivities, habit-driven actors
 do not draw on the same characteristics to respond to all situations. There

 may be some tendencies that are common to all responses, but for the most
 part the wellsprings of habit are conceived to be at least moderately differ-
 entiated, with some habits being appropriate to one set of circumstances
 while other habits are relevant to other contexts. When confronting an ad-
 versary, for example, one relies on memories, traits, precedents, expecta-
 tions, and beliefs that differ from those on which one relies when negotiating
 with an ally. To some extent, in other words, habits are derivatives of

 systems and their repeated performance in a systemic context helps to sus-
 tain that system. As previously noted, it is this continuous interaction be-
 tween macro systems and micro habits which lies at the very core of my
 metatheoretical approach to world politics.

 Assuming that the habit-driven perspective offers a thoroughgoing expla-
 nation of day-to-day continuities, the question immediately arises as to how
 it allows for learning and accounts for change. In a world of habit-driven

 macro and micro actors, how can fundamental transformations ever unfold?
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 The answer to this question is crucial: from the habit-driven perspective

 individuals and collectivities are conceived to be open to new stimuli and

 capable of change even though the memories, traits, expectations, and be-
 liefs that guide them are deeply rooted sources of their behavior. Some are
 more open than others for a variety of reasons, but none is so closed as to be

 immune to internal or external stimuli. Why is this so? Because among their
 habits is a readiness to learn from experience and to acquire new skills that

 may, in turn, facilitate further learning. This readiness may consist of no
 more than a dormant tendency pervious to arousal-a normally quiescent
 personality trait, a discrepant memory trace, an unresolved past experi-
 ence, an unexplored flexibility in role expectations, a cultural ambiguity, or

 any of a number of other habit components that are vulnerable to contradic-
 tion. But whatever its origins, the readiness to learn is part of an actor's
 habit pool and, as such, is susceptible to activation under certain conditions.
 It may require stimuli on the scale of powerful trauma-such as a Pearl

 Harbor or a crisis over missiles in Cuba-but at some point even the most
 habitual actor is at least minimally open to reorientation.

 In other words, actors can be located on a continuum that ranges from
 those at one extreme whose behavior is driven exclusively by rote habits to

 those at the opposite extreme whose habits include full openness to learning
 and who thus rationally adapt their conduct to change. Both of these ex-
 tremes are hypothetical: empirically all micro and macro actors are posited
 as falling between them. Within the individual or collective actor, it is the

 shifting balance between rote habits and adaptive habits which gives rise to
 the conditions on which global issues thrive.20

 In short, be they individuals or collectivities, officials or citizens,

 educated or illiterate, Western or Eastern, actors are conceived as learners
 and not as constants on the world scene. And as learning entities, they can
 never succeed in cutting off all feedback that runs counter to their orienta-
 tions. Thus being open to learning, they are capable of changing. This can
 occur in one or both of two ways: (a) when the external stimuli are so
 persistently and startlingly different as to jolt habitual modes and foster new
 patterns more appropriate to the evolving circumstances; or (b) when new

 skills, capabilities, and/or responsibilities develop within the actor, forcing
 the old, habitual ways to yield to new ones. Externally induced habit change

 20. In order to avoid losing touch with the premise that the form and direction of action in
 world politics spring from a combination of rote habits that perpetuate continuity and adaptive
 habits that accept change, a new term that reflects this synthesis might well be coined: with rote
 and adaptive actors as ideal types at each end of the continuum, those who empirically populate
 the world between the two hypothetical extremes could usefully be called "habdaptive-driven"
 actors. I am persuaded that eventually the utility of this terminology as a reminder of the prime
 components of action would outweigh its initial offensiveness, but this is not an'appropriate
 place to develop my argument further.
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 is exemplified by the political adjustments that follow the waging and termi-
 nation of an international war or the socioeconomic adjustments that accom-
 pany, say, a fundamentalist revolution or a sharp and enduring shift in the
 cost of energy. Internally induced habit change is illustrated by the conse-
 quences of the microelectronic revolution for people's analytic capabilities.
 When basic change does occur, of course, its external and internal stimuli
 are interactive and reinforcing. Together they eventually produce new char-
 acteristic modes of coping with change which, through time, evolve as new
 habit functions.

 There is, in short, a close connection between the habit of learning and the
 other habits in the pool. When learning is effective, when it "takes," that
 which is learned quickly becomes the basis for the attentuation of old habits
 and the evolution of new ones. However steep or ragged the learning curve,
 its ultimate outcome is a new habit function.

 But, some might argue, the habit function can serve no research purpose
 inasmuch as it amounts only to a symbol of whatever may lead an actor to
 make one choice rather than another. Unlike a utility function, which posits

 the actor as making decisions on the basis of an airtight logic (maximizing
 payoffs) and thus allows for prediction, the skeptic might contend, a habit
 function is an empirical measure and cannot be subjected to logical analysis;
 or, if it can, it subsumes only the loosest of logics and these are as variable as
 the types of habit which underlie the patterned and structured behavior of
 actors. Accordingly, the argument would conclude, the habit function can-
 not be used as a predictive tool; it serves only to highlight retrospectively the
 bases of decisions.

 Although still to be operationalized, the habit function is not conceived
 here as being so nebulous or postdictive. Quite to the contrary, the main
 underpinnings of habit functions-such as cultural definitions, vivid
 memories of previous crises, or a built-in predisposition toward premature
 closure-are as readily understood and estimated as the value priorities that
 underlie the calculation of utility functions. In a Prisoner's Dilemma situa-
 tion, for example, we can as easily anticipate the "correct" choice of the
 prisoner who is quick to anger and prone to distrust partners in crime, and
 whose vindictiveness therefore makes her more concerned about her former
 partners receiving a long jail sentence than about getting off lightly herself,
 as we can the actions of the prisoner wedded to the logics of self-interest.

 Put more modestly, neither utility nor habit functions are self-evident.

 Both can present the empiricist with a difficult task, since both require the
 estimation of payoffs that may encompass complex value hierarchies. In
 effect, the vindictive prisoner is as much a problem for the rational-actor
 model as for the habit-driven actor approach; but whereas the former by-
 passes the problem by assuming that vindictiveness is built into the payoff
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 structure, the latter undertakes to estimate how the presence of such nonra-
 tional factors will affect outcomes.2'

 Let us now specify how the habit-driven actor fits into the larger scheme
 of world politics. This can be accomplished by starting with a conception of
 global life in which both change and continuity are governed by parameters
 that set the limits within which variables fluctuate. Usually these parameters
 are fixed and enduring, so that ordinarily the structures and processes of
 world politics are not transitory phenomena. Only when the parameters
 governing the limits of fluctuation alter do global structures begin to change
 fundamentally.22 Some of these parameters are operative at the macro level
 in the interaction patterns of societies, economies, and polities; others are to
 be found at the micro level in the habit-driven behavior of individuals. The
 outcome of a major war, the advent of a weapons breakthrough which en-
 ables governments to extend their influence substantially, or a technological
 innovation that facilitates a significantly quicker and wider circulation of
 goods and people all illustrate parameter transformations at the macro level
 which can underlie changes in global structures. The advent of habit-
 breaking circumstances in the patterns of compliance among citizens exem-
 plifies a parametric shift at the micro level which can have profound struc-
 tural consequences.

 This formulation allows us to look more closely at the question of why one
 would focus on micro developments when so much of global life is deter-
 mined by macro structures to which individuals are socialized to conform
 and from which they are unlikely to deviate. Through socialization and
 endlessly reinforced habits, realists, Marxists, and others can argue, macro
 structures shape micro behavior, with the result that if profound change
 occurs at all, it has to unfold at macro levels. Such logic allows them to take
 macro-micro interactions for granted. As previously indicated, I reject such
 a perspective on the grounds that, by their very nature, the macro structures
 and processes of any social system are rooted in and sustained by the habits
 that prevail at the micro level-in the routinized ways individuals strive for
 goals, remember the past, cope with challenges, resist demands, make deci-
 sions, follow leaders, lead followers, or otherwise conduct their lives-and
 that therefore the macro phenomena are subject to alteration if their micro
 components undergo major transformation. To be sure, the more firmly

 21. For an application of the habit-driven actor approach that generates a research agenda as
 well as anticipates outcomes with respect to a central problem of our time, see James N.
 Rosenau, "Learning in East-West Relations: The Superpowers as Habit-Driven Actors" (Paper
 presented at the Conference on East-West Conflict: Elite Perceptions and Political Options,
 sponsored by the Seminar fur Politische Wissenschaft, University of Bonn, and the Center for
 International and Strategic Affairs, University of California, Los Angeles, 15-19 June 1986).

 22. For a discussion of the distinction between parametric and variable changes in world
 politics, see James N. Rosenau, "Breakpoints in History: Nuclear Weapons, Oil Embargoes,
 and Public Skills as Parametric Shifts," Institute for Transnational Studies, University of
 Southern California (Mimeo, November 1983).
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 macro structures are in place, the more they reinforce the habitual patterns
 of the micro actors who are embraced by them. This is why global structures
 and processes do not readily change. They may fluctuate in response to daily
 events, but such fluctuations normally occur within acceptable limits that
 are consistent with the range of tolerance inherent in the inertia of the
 underlying habits. Notwithstanding this central tendency, however, macro-
 micro interactions cannot be taken for granted because the impetus to funda-
 mental, parametric change can originate at the micro level.23 Macro-micro
 links are as much two-way flows as they are unidirectional.

 Some might argue that the very idea of fundamental global change is
 erroneous, that it is based on an ahistoricism that ignores the power of long-
 term continuities and that fails to appreciate how quickly the seemingly huge
 changes of today emerge as mere fluctuations with the passage of time and
 the availability of hindsight. Such a line of reasoning would emphasize that
 today's parameters have been in place too long to be susceptible to major
 alterations, that macro structures are too ingrained in global life to undergo
 more than marginal adjustments. It may be. Conceivably the indications of
 fundamental change are an illusion. Conceivably the processes of interna-
 tional politics are similar to what they have always been. Conceivably the
 habit-driven actor is incapable of evolving new patterns and shedding old
 ones. And conceivably the perception of a transforming global system is
 only wishful thinking, fed by an idealism that can be served only if forces of
 change are seen to be conducing to a better world.

 Allowing for the possibility that the wish is parent to the thought, and
 acknowledging that systematic data on the degree of global change have yet
 to be compiled, it is nonetheless difficult to forgo the conviction that the final
 decades of the 20th century constitute a period of profound change in the
 nature and conduct of world affairs, change so deep and pervasive that it
 seems to be altering orientations and skills at the micro level as well as the
 institutions and collectivities that constitute the macro world of global poli-
 tics. The evidence along these lines may be more anecdotal than systematic,
 but a sense of its cumulation continues to grow and becomes increasingly
 hard to ignore.24

 Even so, some might persist, why be preoccupied with macro-micro in-
 teractions? Why not accept that there is no sovereign authority in the global
 system, that it is anarchical because authority structures are sustained by
 sovereign states, that states exist because habit-driven people accede to
 their authority, that the same is true for a wide range of international struc-

 23. For a discussion of three micro dynamics that may operate as sources of basic global
 change, see James N. Rosenau, "Micro Sources of Macro Global Change," Institute for Trans-
 national Studies, University of Southern California (Mimeo, May 1986).

 24. For a recent assessment of this evidence, see Rosenau, "A Pre-Theory Revisited,"
 especially pp. 290-98.
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 tures, institutions, and collectivities, and that thus there is no need to moni-
 tor change by focusing on macro-micro interactions?

 The answer lies in a conception of parametric change which not only
 allows for transformations originating at the micro level but which goes one
 step further and disallows a continuing disjunction between the macro and
 micro levels. Rather, the two levels are seen as linked by an underlying
 balance in which profound alterations at one level require some kind of
 adjustment at the other. Indeed, the balancing process is conceived to be a
 continuous one: alterations in macro structures, processes, and collectivities
 are bound to affect how micro actors comply with the directives of macro
 institutions, and such habit changes, in turn, subsequently introduce further
 alterations in the macro phenomena.

 A closer look at this process reveals the crucial role that habit functions
 play in world politics. To speak of macro structures (such as the balance of
 power), macro processes (such as war), macro institutions (such as the UN),
 or macro collectivities (such as China) is to use shorthand labels for very
 complex and elaborate interaction patterns at the micro level. The labels
 serve to avoid describing all the concrete individuals, with their different
 goals and styles, whose repeated and habitual interactions give rise to and
 make evident the macro structures, processes, institutions, and collec-
 tivities. Through time, of course, as the use of the shorthand labels becomes
 widespread, as a few persons (i.e., officials) are authorized to speak and act
 on behalf of the many, and as records (such as speeches, constitutions,
 treaties, etc.) documenting the existence of the macro phenomena accumu-
 late, the macro structures, processes, institutions, and collectivities come to
 be features of the political landscape. As such, as documented aggregations
 for whom spokespersons make claims, pursue policies, and exercise author-
 ity, the macro phenomena take on a life of their own apart from the individ-
 uals who sustain them. Equally important, once they establish a life and
 legitimacy of their own, the norms, regulations, and actions produced by the
 macro phenomena constrain, energize, shape, or otherwise impact on life
 and habits at the micro level. At the same time, once the habit functions of
 officials and citizens are challenged, uprooted, and eventually transformed,
 they may not conform with and supplement the changed macro phenomena.
 Such a discontinuity will not last for long, however, as the alterations in the
 habit-driven behavior of individuals begin to exert pressure for corre-
 sponding adjustments in the macro structures, processes, and collectivities.

 Thus it follows that across long stretches of time-that is, until such time
 as parametric changes set in-the macro and micro phenomena that make
 up any large-scale structure, process, institution, or collectivity are linked
 together in endlessly reinforcing interactions. It is only for analytic purposes
 that we separate them out to trace and assess their consequences.

 If macro structures, institutions, processes, and collectivities, are sums of
 vast numbers of individual actions that form recognizable patterns for which
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 leaders speak and act, thus rendering the sums greater than the total of their
 parts, the accuracy of these summations comes under scrutiny. Do the ag-
 gregated habits, qualities, motives, and actions add up to the macro patterns
 we say they add up to? Yes, usually they do add up. Usually macro events
 and interactions conform to the patterns we ascribe to them. We know this
 from historical records and present-day observations as well as from the
 absence of any disconfirming or contrary patterns. And from the same
 sources we also know that if these interactive and summed micro compo-
 nents undergo major alterations, the autonomous existence of the macro
 phenomena is in jeopardy. Macro structures and collectivities may have a
 life of their own, but they draw their sustenance from their micro compo-
 nents and, like any system, eventually have to adapt to the sources of their
 support if they are to persist.

 This is why, to repeat, macro-micro interactions cannot be taken for
 granted. Basic changes at one level are bound to induce correllative shifts at
 the other. At the micro level change results from the failure of the memories,
 beliefs, expectations, and networks to perpetuate themselves, and this fail-
 ure occurs because circumstances are altered and the memories, beliefs,
 expectations, and networks no longer serve the needs of the habit-driven
 behavior for which they evolved. Thus, for instance, the rise of Solidarity in
 Poland or the uprising against Marcos in Manila can be seen as a shift in
 habits occasioned by the failure of macro Polish or Philippine structures and
 institutions to meet certain basic needs or to serve certain shared goals. To
 be sure, Solidarity came into existence through hard organizational work
 and mobilization that helped undermine outworn beliefs, memories, expec-
 tations, styles, and networks; but neither the organizational work nor the
 mobilization could have succeeded without corresponding changes at the
 micro level. The Philippine uprising dramatically demonstrated this link: it
 occurred with a minimum of organization and a maximum of spontaneity
 among hundreds of thousands of individuals who seized the opportunity to
 break their habits, redefine their memories, alter their expectations, and
 redirect their networks.

 If macro-level phenomena are always subject to alteration through trans-
 formations at the micro level, and if micro-level phenomena are always
 subject to mobilization by macro-level authorities, it follows that any grandi-
 ose theory of world politics needs to allow for these interactions (criterion
 #5), for the prime dynamics that sustain them (criterion #2), and for the
 relational phenomena through which authority exercised in macro structures
 does or does not achieve compliance at the micro level (criterion #3). Since
 the prime dynamics, macro-micro interactions, and relational processes can
 fluctuate widely across time, it also follows that grandiose theory needs to
 remain sensitive to how the tensions between continuity and collapse in
 international and national systems may be affected by alterations in these
 variables (criterion #4).
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 Just as the macro-micro assumption yields these substantive criteria, so
 do the latter highlight broad methodological requirements for grandiose the-
 ory. To posit an extraordinarily complex world in which endless macro-
 micro interactions are driven by several dynamics is to challenge theorists to
 be explicit about the procedures they employ to frame and conduct their
 inquiries. In the absence of this explication we run the risk of being so

 overwhelmed by the complexity that we settle either for theory that falls
 short of grandiose levels or for normative constraints that lack any explana-
 tory potential. Hence the more macro-micro interactions are viewed as core
 phenomena, the more we must explicate the puzzles and values that propel

 our theorizing (criteria #1 and #6). It follows, too, that in acknowledging
 our puzzles we need to be sensitive to the question of how we know a viable
 solution to them when we come upon it (criterion #7).

 The habit-driven actor perspective, in short, orients one to seek guid-

 ance in the philosophy of science when faced with the task of translating
 substantive orientations into a research agenda. It is a perspective that
 stresses the empirical over the normative as well as the interactive over the
 unidirectional.

 Genuine puzzlement

 With respect to this first criterion for assessing grandiose theory, the two
 works under review clearly score well. Both are marked by genuine puzzle-
 ment over an important recurring pattern in world politics, albeit in

 Keohane's case the expression of puzzlement is somewhat convoluted. Au-
 thentic perplexity over the large extent to which cooperation marks global
 life pervades his book. Even if international actors are assumed to be
 egoistic and dedicated to serving only their self-interests, Keohane notes a
 variety of ways in which they nonetheless cooperate with each other on

 more than an ad hoc, situational basis. Why? he wants to know. If their
 orientation is altruistic or empathic rather than egoistic, it is understandable
 that they would regularly cooperate; but why does this happen even in the

 absence of altruism or empathy?25 Genuinely puzzled, Keohane relentlessly
 pursues this question in chapter after chapter, through the thickets of ra-

 25. Keohane acknowledges that the contrast between egoistic self-interests on the one hand
 and altruistic and empathic actions on the other can be misleading (pp. 122-23), that when they
 look across the long term "governments and other actors in world politics may define their
 interests so that they are empathically dependent on those of others" and thus much readier to
 engage in cooperative behavior (p. 125). See also Howard Margolis, Selfishness, Altruism, and
 Rationality: A Theory of Social Choice (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982). For a
 formulation that conceives of altruistic and empathic orientations as leading to forms of action
 very different than those associated with cooperation, see James N. Rosenau, "The Civic Self
 in Transnational Perspective," in J. A. Gillespie and D. A. Zinnes, eds., Missing Elements in
 Political Inquiry (Beverly Hills: Sage, 1982), pp. 167-72.
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 tional-choice models, along the path of functional explanations, down the
 road of bounded rationality, and in and around many dead-ends until the
 diverse pieces of the puzzle fit together and leave the reader impressed by
 the larger picture that emerges.

 Genuine puzzles are not easily generated. Our curiosities can lead us to
 pose many problems that seem important and engage our interests. But
 identifying a specified recurring pattern, and then acknowledging that it is a
 pattern for which no adequate explanations are available, is quite a different
 matter. One knows all too many students and scholars whose inquiries lack
 incisive discipline precisely because their problem is not organized around a
 compelling outcome that recurs time and again. Thus it is rare to come upon
 a work that is sustained by the excitement of discovery which only a
 genuinely puzzled investigator can convey.

 Regrettably, however, Keohane's puzzlement takes one turn too many.
 His concern with the sources of international cooperation narrows consider-
 ably when he is led by the decline of the United States as the postwar
 hegemon to ask the essentially limited question of why patterns of coopera-
 tion have persisted among advanced industrialized countries in the absence
 of the hegemon. Indeed, nearly half the book is devoted to this empirical
 quest. Although there are points in the quest where the interpretation of the
 data seems forced (as Charles Kindleberger notes with respect to the treat-
 ment of the oil regime),26 and although there are reasons to doubt that the
 hegemon has declined as far as Keohane presumes,27 it would be nit-picking
 to quarrel either with the way he uses the methodology of structured,
 focused comparison to organize the case materials on the money, trade, and
 energy regimes or with the central thrust of the analysis itself. He makes a
 good case for viewing the presence of a hegemon as contributing to a stabil-
 ity in which regimes can facilitate cooperation, and he also argues persua-
 sively that regimes can operate to allow for the persistence of cooperation
 even after the hegemon's decline.

 Nonetheless, the preoccupation with posthegemonic cooperation is unfor-
 tunate. It confines Keohane's horizons to a single independent variable (the
 absence or presence of the hegemon) as it operates through a single interven-
 ing variable (international regimes) as a source of cooperation. At the very
 end of the book he acknowledges that his theorizing could be applied "to

 26. Charles Kindleberger, "Hierarchy versus Inertial Cooperation," International Organiza-
 tion 40 (Autumn 1986), pp. 841-47.

 27. Bruce Russett, "The Mysterious Case of Vanishing Hegemony; or, Is Mark Twain Really
 Dead?" International Organization 39 (Spring 1985), pp. 207-31, and Susan Strange, "Still an
 Extraordinary Power: America's Role in a Global Monetary System," in Raymond E. Lombra
 and William E. Witte, eds., Political Economy of International and Domestic Monetary Rela-
 tions (Ames: Iowa State University Press, 1982). For a somewhat different assessment of the
 issue, see Mark E. Rupert and David P. Rapkin, "The Erosion of U.S. Hegemonic Leadership
 Capabilities" (Paper presented at the annual meeting of the International Studies Association,
 Atlanta, 28-31 March 1984).
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 any situation in world politics" (p. 247). This acknowledgment hardly does
 justice to the potential of his inquiry. Had he recognized that his puzzlement
 was not confined to one condition in which cooperation occurs-that a host
 of other dynamics (see below) may differentially impact on the tasks of
 cooperation-his analysis would surely have roamed more widely and his
 theory would surely have been more powerful.

 Indeed, Keohane's preoccupation with the empirical realities of the
 United States' declining position through several postwar decades leads him

 to exaggerate the difficulty of studying cooperation and thus to overlook the
 relevant findings of other disciplines. Cooperation, he argues, is "particu-
 larly hard, perhaps impossible to investigate with scientific rigor," so much
 so that "no sensible person would choose it as a topic of investigation on the
 grounds that its puzzles could readily be 'solved' " (p. 10). Presumably this
 misperception served to deny him the discovery of a rich and rigorous ex-
 perimental literature on cooperation28 as well as an expanding sociological
 focus on social networks.29 That is, had he not equated science so closely
 with rigor, and had he been more ready to give expression to a scientific
 consciousness that posits the interplay of variables as if they could be rigor-
 ously investigated and the puzzles they pose eventually solved, his puzzle-
 ment would surely have lead him to cast his analytic net even more widely
 among the social sciences.

 Keohane's narrow focus also gets him into the awkward position of seek-
 ing to affirm his theory by anticipating outcomes (regime breakdowns) in the
 absence of a specified condition (hegemony).30 Such a research design is
 difficult enough to manage, but it is additionally complicated by the rela-
 tively short time in which the hegemon has been absent. Keohane admits
 that "no decisive test of the independent value of the conceptions of cooper-
 ation and regimes . . . is possible at this time, since we are only just entering
 the post-hegemonic era" (p. 218), but such an admission would not have
 seemed salient if the scope of the puzzle had been extended beyond a single
 independent variable.

 None of this is to take away, however, from the conclusion that the book

 28. See, for example, Morton Deutsch, The Resolution of Conflict: Constructive and De-
 structive Processes (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1973).

 29. An introduction to this literature could well begin with John A. Barnes, "Networks and
 Political Process," in Marc Swartz, ed., Local-Level Politics (Chicago: Aldine, 1968); John A.
 Barnes, Social Networks (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1972); J. Boissevain and J. C.
 Mitchell, eds., Network Analysis: Studies in Human Interaction (The Hague: Mouton, 1973);
 and S. Leinhardt, Social Networks: A Developing Paradigm (New York: Academic, 1977).

 30. Interestingly, even though Keohane has since moved on from puzzles involving the
 absence of hegemony, his analysis continues to presuppose a basic condition that is not present.
 Now the focus is cooperation under anarchy, by which is meant "the lack" of a governing
 authority in world politics (see Axelrod and Keohane, "Achieving Cooperation under Anar-
 chy,'" p. 226). A juxtaposition of the two factors whose absence puzzles Keohane leads to the
 inference that he conceives of the hegemon as the functional equivalent of an international
 government.
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 is creatively sustained by a genuine puzzle. It is all too easy to suggest that
 he should have written Before Cooperation rather than After Hegemony.

 Keohane is not the first to obscure his puzzle by a reluctance to recognize its
 full scope, but in so doing he has at least pointed up the need to be clear
 about one's puzzlement once one comes to be enlivened by it.

 Almost as if they learned from Keohane's limited puzzlement, the con-

 tributors to Cooperation under Anarchy have not confined their perplexity
 to a specified set of historical circumstances. They are concerned, rather,
 with the preconditions of international cooperation in a variety of issue-
 areas, irrespective of whether a hegemon dominates negotiations. More pre-

 cisely, they use rational-actors models to explore when and how states are
 likely to choose to cooperate (rather than defect) in the absence of central-
 ized authority-anarchy-and they are particularly interested in whether
 the same cooperative strategies are employed in the security issue-area as in
 the economic area. Thus, although the commitment to a rational-actor ap-
 proach limits their puzzlement exclusively to the bargaining behavior of
 states, their analyses nevertheless extend across a wide range of problems.
 In effect, they did write a volume that could readily be titled Before

 Cooperation.

 At the same time it must be noted that the verve fostered by genuine

 puzzlement is not so evident in the Oye volume. Instead the several essays
 are marked by a pervasive belief in the capacity of rational-actor models to
 identify when cooperative choices will be made.31 Quite contrary to
 Keohane's aforementioned doubt that scientific rigor can guide the investi-
 gation of international cooperation, all the contributors to the symposium
 (Keohane included)32 exhibit considerable confidence that the application of
 Prisoner's Dilemma, Stag Hunt, Harmony, Deadlock, Tit for Tat, and other

 games to international situations can greatly clarify, if not resolve, the puz-
 zle that cooperation under anarchy poses. One contributor even argues that
 "game theory brings the contending 'interdependence' and 'Realist' posi-
 tions together in a common framework,"33 thus rendering the international
 studies field "ripe for a transition to game theory as a theory of international
 politics.' '34 And their confidence strikes me as justified if the premises of the

 31. Indeed, it is clear throughout that the contributors are partly energized by a hope that the
 cooperative strategies they highlight will be appreciated in high places and employed in interna-
 tional bargaining, thereby lessening the prospects for violence among states. Plainly, puzzle-
 ment is not a spirit conducive to the generation and presentation of policy recommendations.

 32. I interpret the discrepancy between Keohane's expression of doubt about the prospects
 for systematic inquiry in his book, on the one hand, and the exuberance in his co-authored
 conclusion to the Oye volume over the systematic support uncovered for its organizing hypoth-
 eses, on the other, as a measure of the degree to which his studies of cooperation have led him
 away from a metatheoretical commitment to a complex interdependence approach and toward a
 rational-actor perspective.

 33. Duncan Snidal, "The Game THEORY of International Politics," in Oye, ed., Coopera-
 tion under Anarchy, p. 56.

 34. Ibid., p. 36.
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 rational-actor approach are accepted. All the essays are persuasive from
 this perspective; or at least my grasp of international bargaining has been

 substantially sharpened and expanded as a consequence of reading each
 essay, albeit collectively they did not override my reservations (noted be-
 low) about the sufficiency of their models or undermine my conviction that
 habit-driven actors offer a more incisive grasp of how and why cooperation

 occurs in the absence of a centralized governing authority.

 Prime dynamics

 A negative judgment is in order with respect to how both the Keohane and
 the Oye volumes handle this second criterion of grandiose theories. Neither
 makes any attempt to identify, much less elaborate, the prime dynamics that

 drive world politics. In Keohane's case, the order that the hegemon main-
 tains is the only dynamic explicitly subjected to examination. No others are
 offered to explain world affairs following the hegemon's decline. It is almost
 as if the posthegemonic world is conceived to be stable because no indepen-
 dent variables are cited as disturbers of it. Keohane says quite the opposite,
 of course, his theory being that regimes, by providing information and low-
 ering transaction costs, perform crucial functions that enable them to persist
 and facilitate cooperation even in the absence of the hegemon. But he tends

 to regard regimes as intervening variables and as a result does not address
 the compelling need to identify the dynamics that support and shape the
 performance of regime functions after hegemony.

 Nor is there any point at which Keohane suggests that regimes become

 independent variables once the hegemon declines. His analysis makes clear
 that, having been launched by the hegemon, regimes can become self-
 sustaining and that their persistence in posthegemonic eras depends on the

 convergence of interests among egoistic actors. However, he does not ex-
 plore the dynamics that foster this convergence.

 At several points (pp. 25, 27, 29, 34, 70, 196, and 214) Keohane implies

 that the need to be parsimonious is his reason for focusing on hegemony as
 the only independent variable. If so, this strikes me as a mistaken use of the
 idea of parsimony. The theorist strives for elegance that is as streamlined as
 possible, but not at the expense of explanatory power. If, say, five prime
 variables account for most of the variance, while the most that any of them
 accounts for is 30 percent, then she opts for specifying all five in her theory.

 In these final years of the 20th century there are a number of dynamics

 that can be considered strong candidates for any grandiose theory of world
 politics. Most notable, perhaps, are those dynamics that underlie an ever-
 expanding global interdependence: the changing pattern of resource utiliza-
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 tion and the continuing dynamism of technology,35 the increasing tendency

 of goods to become collective and thus the increasing probability of
 conflict within and among groups,36 the microelectronic revolution and its
 impact on the learning curves of publics and officials,37 the crises of author-
 ity that may be spreading within and across communities and states on a
 global scale,38 the mushrooming of subgroupism and the diminishing effec-
 tiveness of governments,39 and the reduced competence of states in certain
 important respects40 these are among the macro and micro dynamics that I
 have found worthy of exploration and that, at first glance, seem capable of

 significantly enhancing or undermining the ways in which regimes facilitate
 international cooperation.

 This is not to say that these particular dynamics ought to have been made
 part of Keohane's "functional theory of cooperation." Rather I am only

 calling attention to the paucity of independent variables in his formulation
 and the probability that had he been inclined to expand his- sense of what
 drives world politics, his formulation might have been strengthened.

 Independent variables do mark the essays in Cooperation under Anarchy,
 but they consist of bargaining strategies that states employ rather than dy-
 namics that drive world politics. Several of the essays convincingly demon-

 strate how cooperative outcomes of international situations can be shaped
 by three main sets of strategies: those that modify the payoffs available to
 the bargaining states, those that stretch out the time across which bargaining

 occurs (a variable designated as "the shadow of the future"), and those that
 expand or contract the number of parties to the bargaining. And not only do

 differences in the structures of all these variables crucially affect the degree
 of cooperation that ensues; but, perhaps even more important, several of the
 analyses suggest exciting prospects for how payoff structures, shadows of
 the future, and the number of game players are subject to alteration by
 government, thus rendering cooperative outcomes more susceptible to pur-
 posive manipulation. Hardly less exciting, moreover, is the demonstration

 35. See, for example, Michael Stewart, The Age of Interdependence: Economic Policy in a
 Shrinking World (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1984), and Harold and Margaret Sprout, The Context
 of Environmental Politics: Unfinished Business for America's Third Century (Lexington:
 University of Kentucky Press, 1978).

 36. This dynamic is elaborated in Roger Benjamin, The Limits of Politics: Collective Goods
 and Political Change in Postindustrial Societies (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980),
 and Benjamin, "Some Misplaced Comparisons: Comparative and Foreign versus Domestic
 Public Policy" (Paper presented at the annual meeting of the Midwest Political Science Associa-
 tion, Chicago, 12-14 April 1984).

 37. James N. Rosenau, "The Microelectronic Revolution and the Conduct of Foreign Pol-
 icy" (Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Political Science Association,
 Washington, D.C., 30 August 1984).

 38. James N. Rosenau, "Authority Structures in North-South Relations: A Search for Con-
 ceptual Uniformity" (Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Political Science
 Association, New Orleans, 30 August 1985).

 39. Rosenau, "A Pre-Theory Revisited," pp. 245-306.
 40. Rosenau, "The State in an Era of Cascading Politics."
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 that these independent variables can be used as a common framework for
 comparing such diverse situations as trade wars, arms control negotiations,
 coordination among bankers, and the outbreak of world war.

 Notwithstanding these considerable accomplishments of the Oye volume,
 however, the absence of prime dynamics remains conspicuous. What Axel-
 rod and Keohane note with respect to payoff structures-that "they often
 depend on events that take place outside of the control of the actors"41-is
 plainly evident for all the strategies considered throughout the case anal-
 yses, and it is of course precisely these exogenous factors that constitute the
 underlying dynamics which drive world politics and determine the context in
 which bargaining occurs. Toward the end of their essay that summarizes and
 concludes Cooperation under Anarchy, Axelrod and Keohane acknowledge
 the importance of context, explicitly citing shifting values attached to sover-
 eignty, the role of the state, the structure of international institutions, the
 patterns of linkage among issues on the global agenda, and domestic-
 international connections as central features of the larger setting in which
 states pursue bargaining strategies.42 Exactly how such dynamics may be
 linked to the strategies and their possible outcomes is not, however, sub-
 jected to systematic theorizing. Perhaps they made no attempt along these
 lines because the incorporation of exogenous variables involves the postula-
 tion of macro-micro interactions that would, in turn, render rational-actor
 models inapplicable.

 Relational phenomena

 A mixed (though not confused) picture emerges on the vital question of
 whether the possessions or the relationships of actors are central foci of the
 two volumes. As befits grandiose theory, both works are preoccupied with
 relational phenomena; but since neither is overly sensitive to macro-micro
 interactions (see below), their analyses of these phenomena fall short of a
 concern for how global political processes are sustained through the exercise
 of authority, the maintenance of legitimacy, and the achievement of com-
 pliance. It is hardly surprising that a narrow conception excluding these
 relational phenomena marks Cooperation under Anarchy. Just as the thor-
 oughgoing commitment of its authors to a rational-actor approach leads
 them to take the possessions of actors for granted (i.e., as components of
 utility functions) and enables them to concentrate their full attention on the
 relations among states, so does this approach confine their relational con-
 cerns to a bargaining perspective. This means that states are seen not as
 locked into control relationships in which they modify or resist each other's

 41. Axelrod and Keohane, "Achieving Cooperation under Anarchy," p. 228.
 42. Ibid., pp. 238-43.
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 responses but, rather, as separate, autonomous entities that suspend rela-
 tions while calculating the next move. To be sure, more than a few of the
 essays stress the importance of iterated games as interactions in which each
 stage of the play feeds back to influence the subsequent stage. Still, the
 conception is one of discrete moves and not an endless flow, of rounds of
 play and not overlapping sequences, of actors who act toward and react to,
 rather than interact with, each other. Thus, for example, the alteration of
 payoff structures as a means of achieving cooperation is posited as a strate-
 gic ploy rather than as an effort to exercise authority, impose conditions, or
 otherwise modify behavior in order to generate compliance. Indeed,
 throughout cooperation is treated in dichotomous terms-states either coop-
 erate or they defect-and not as a continuous variable in which the extent of
 cooperation is associated with different forms of control and degrees of
 compliance. As Oye puts it, without qualification, "Cooperative behavior
 rests on calculations of expected untility."43

 Keohane's handling of relational phenomena is more complex. Initially he
 borrows (pp. 18-25) from Robert Gilpin to differentiate between politics as
 the pursuit of power and economics as the pursuit of wealth,44 stressing that
 the interaction of the two pursuits at the international level is what differ-
 entiates political economy as an activity and as a field of inquiry. Such a
 perspective is loaded with difficulty. It does have the advantage of provid-
 ing, in Keohane's words, "working hypotheses about the motivations of
 actors that emphasize specific interests rather than ideology or rhetoric" (p.
 22); but it diverts our attention away from the questions and dynamics that
 are of primary interest to us. To be preoccupied with actor motivation is to
 be oriented toward the antecedents of action, toward what actors possess or
 do not possess and how these lead them to activities directed toward others.
 As previously implied, however, it does not take much reflection to ap-
 preciate that our prime concerns as social scientists are not so much actions
 as interactions. Whether we are students of local, national, or international
 systems, we are oriented not toward what actors seek, possess, or do, but
 toward how they do or do not respond to each other. I would go so far as to
 say that, with respect to any situation, issue, or problem, boredom sets in
 swiftly if analysis does not turn quickly from motives to outcomes, from
 actions to reactions, from capabilities to relationships. To investigate why
 the United States sought hegemony and to tote up its possessions as a
 hegemon, for example, is of little interest, even utterly dull, unless the
 resulting materials are then used to assess the kinds of responses evoked by
 the motives and possessions.

 43. Kenneth A. Oye, "Explaining Cooperation under Anarchy: Hypotheses and Strategies,"
 in Oye, ed., Cooperation under Anarchy, p. 19.

 44. Robert Gilpin, U.S. Power and the Multinational Corporation: The Political Economy of
 Foreign Direct Investment (New York: Basic, 1975).
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 In short, because our curiosities lead us inexorably to relational phenom-

 ena and puzzles, we are bound to be diverted and thwarted as long as we
 treat power and wealth as our prime analytic focus. For elevating these

 possessions to the top of our conceptual pyramid prevents us from moving
 on to the questions that engage us. Indeed, the very structure of (any)
 language makes it impossible to use the word power as a verb. Individuals,
 groups, and states have power and they use power. But one does not say
 that in using it they powerize or engage in powerization. If nothing else,
 therefore, one is driven by syntax to focus on possessions whenever the
 concept of power is used to organize analysis.45

 To overcome this linguistic obstacle to our main concern, we turn to such
 concepts as control and influence when boredom sets in and our curiosities
 need to be served by focusing on relational phenomena. And thus, too, we
 shift our focus from those who pursue power and wealth to those active in
 bargaining sessions, legislative arenas, street confrontations, summit meet-
 ings, board rooms, and marketplaces when we recognize the need to differ-
 entiate between politics and economics in relational terms.

 Let me hasten to note that I am not dismissing possessional phenomena as

 irrelevant. Plainly the capabilities that political actors bring to situations
 significantly shape their actions and interactions, so that to ignore their
 resources would be to misread what sustains their relationships. Never-

 theless, it is the relationships and their outcomes around which our most
 fundamental questions revolve and on which our theories must be con-

 structed; and it is to the danger of straying from this perspective that the
 forgoing two paragraphs are addressed. My solution to bypassing this dan-

 ger and the problem faced by our inability to use power as a verb may seem
 drastic, but it is quite workable: I avoid the word entirely, replacing it with
 capabilities whenever I need to refer to the possessional side of power and
 with control when referring to the relational side.46

 Keohane's solution is somewhat more roundabout. His initial conception

 of politics as the pursuit of power leads him to define hegemony in posses-
 sional terms, "as [a] preponderance of material resources" (p. 32). From a
 habit-driven actor perspective, such a conception is misleading: hegemony

 is fundamentally about relationships; it brings to mind a picture of leaders to
 whom followers are responsive and with whom they are interactive. The
 hegemon may have a preponderance of resources, but what counts-what

 45. For an elaboration of these linguistic parameters of power analysis, see Rosenau, Cal-
 culated Control as a Unifying Concept, pp. 44-45.

 46. James N. Rosenau, "Capabilities and Control in an Interdependent World," Interna-
 tional Security 1 (October 1976), pp. 32-49. For similar and even more elaborate treatments of
 the uses-and pitfalls-of the power concept in the study of international phenomena, see
 Jeffrey Hart, "Three Approaches to the Measurement of Power in Internatiornal Relations,"
 International Organization 30 (Spring 1976), pp. 289-305, and David A. Baldwin, Economic
 Statecraft (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985), pp. 18-24.
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 we want to know-is whether the use of this preponderance evokes appro-

 priate responses among the followers.
 Before long, however, Keohane's puzzle comes to his rescue and he

 begins a shift toward a relational formulation in which "hegemonic powers
 must have control over raw materials, control over sources of capital, con-

 trol over markets, and comparative advantages in the production of highly
 valued goods" (p. 32; emphasis added). This amplification is only the begin-

 ning of a move toward relational phenomena because the observer is still
 encouraged to look at the hegemon for what it has, whereas the measure-
 ment of its control will lead her to look to where the raw materials, capital,

 and markets are located and then trace the hegemon's interaction with them.
 It is not until he moves on to regimes and cooperation that Keohane fully

 abandons the sterile notion of politics as possessional in nature.
 Such a shift suggests the general hypothesis that political scientists are

 more likely than economists to move their focus from possessional to rela-
 tional dynamics. Wealth can be, so to speak, counted, and the economist
 does not need to look elsewhere to observe and measure it. The political
 scientist, on the other hand, cannot attach relevance to capabilities without
 looking to interactions for evidence of their presence and operation. And as

 she turns to relational phenomena for evidence, the political scientist relies
 on such concepts as authority, legitimacy, compliance, habit, obedience,
 force, and defiance for guidance. Concepts such as these all shed light on the
 presence and effects of capabilities. They serve to explain the exercise and

 consequences of control. They are, as it were, the rhetoric of control and,
 thus, the central lexicon of political science, ways of describing and assess-
 ing how and why any actor-politician, bureaucracy, government, or

 state-does or does not modify the behavior of functionally distant others.47
 Stated differently, authority, legitimacy, compliance, and the other rela-
 tional phenomena are the crucial variables that sustain the processes of
 control, the dynamics that shape the qualities and outcomes of the interac-
 tive relationships through which resources, statuses, and a myriad of other
 possessions are distributed and redistributed.

 Viewing political processes in this way also serves to provide a means for
 assessing the regime concept. It leads us to ask a series of probing questions:
 in what ways, if any, does a regime exercise authority? enjoy legitimacy?
 evoke compliance and/or obedience? anticipate habits? employ force? pro-
 voke defiance? To some extent, as noted below, Keohane suggests bases for
 responding to these questions, which is why it is hardly surprising that his
 book is essentially about world politics and only derivatively about world

 47. The others may be geographically close or physically proximate, as when heads of state
 confer in summit meetings, but are functionally distant in the sense that they occupy roles in
 distinctly different and competitive systems. See Rosenau, Calculated Control as a Unifying
 Concept, pp. 12-15.
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 economics. The notion that world political economy constitutes a synthesis
 of the two foci, as the book's subtitle and early chapters imply, confounds
 the overlap of the two disciplines. World economics is concerned with the
 production and distribution of goods and services (i.e., wealth), and these
 become merely contextual once attention shifts to the relationships through
 which their production and distribution are or are not controlled. Once the
 political scientist begins to apply her disciplinary skills, the world political
 economy becomes simply a laboratory, a site for inquiry, much like Latin
 America or the Arab world. Thus it is that Keohane yields to his political
 science training and neither takes up issues of wealth nor examines its pur-
 suit as he turns, in Part II, to focus on regimes and cooperation. Indeed, at
 that point his curiosity about relational dynamics becomes so thoroughgoing
 that a terminological shift emerges and the central theoretical concern with
 the effects of regimes on the world political economy gives way to a concern
 for their impact on world politics.

 Considered from the perspective of politics as relational processes, the
 regime concept requires further clarification if its use by Keohane and other
 students of international political economy is to be grasped.48 Dictionary and
 conventional usages of the concept suggest governance. My dictionary de-
 fines regimes as "a form or system of government regimes," and journalisti-
 cally regimes tend to be seen as dictatorial governments. Dictators preside
 over regimes, much as elected leaders preside over governments in Europe
 and over administrations in the United States. Thus we speak of the Peron
 regime in Argentina and the Marcos regime in the Philippines, contrasting
 them with the Thatcher government in England and the Reagan administra-
 tion in Washington.49 Yet according to how Keohane and others adapt the
 concept to the international realm, regimes do not govern. Indeed, they do
 not even undertake actions and thus do not become directly interactive in
 situations. Rather, students of international political economy have collec-
 tively, even definitively, specified that international regimes are "sets of
 implicit or explicit principles, norms, rules and decision-making procedures
 around which actors' expectations converge in a given area of international
 relations,"'50 a definition that Keohane readily accepts (p. 57). Yet, obvi-

 48. For a collection of essays written by a number of analysts of international regimes who
 have integrated their perspectives on and share an enthusiasm for the regimes concept, see
 Stephen D. Krasner, ed., special issue on international regimes, International Organization 36
 (Spring 1982), subsequently enlarged and published as a book under the same title by the
 Cornell University Press (Ithaca, 1983).

 49. For a recent book-length study that treats both dictatorial and democratic governments
 as regimes but stops short of extending the concept to the international realm, see Roy C.
 Macridis, Modern Political Regimes: Patterns and Institutions (Boston: Little, Brown, 1986).

 50. Stephen Krasner, "Structural Causes and Regime Consequences: Regimes as Interven-
 ing Variables," special issue, International Organization 36 (Spring 1982), p. 186. T1lis formula-
 tion of the regime concept can be viewed as definitive in the sense that the contributors to
 the symposium converged in a conference lasting several days, during which they discussed
 their papers and appear to have agreed to use the same definition.
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 ously, neither principles, norms, rules, nor procedures become interactive
 parties to relationships. Only people, both individually and collectively, act
 and react, control and comply.

 How, then, should we conceive of international regimes in a relational
 approach to politics? As noted, Keohane's answer is to treat them as inter-
 vening variables, as either means through which hegemons seek to serve

 their needs and wants abroad or as facilitators of cooperation in the absence
 of a hegemon. It is his conception that as states act, either egotistically or
 altruistically, to control events abroad, they often find it is more efficient to
 do so through principles, norms, rules, and procedures to which they and
 other states have previously agreed. His discussion of post-World War II
 regimes in money, trade, and oil leaves little doubt that in varying degrees
 the behavior of states in these issue-areas was filtered through principles,
 norms, rules, and procedures established at Bretton Woods, in the General-
 ized Agreement on Tariff and Trade (GATT), and so on.

 Although Keohane's conception highlights the importance of informal
 structures in world politics, I have some doubts as to the wisdom of treating
 regimes as intervening variables. Perhaps most important, this perspective
 may impel us to reify regimes. By suggesting that they intervene between
 governors and the governed, between those who predominate and those who
 accede, such a formulation runs the risk of exaggerating the role of regimes,
 of enticing us into unknowingly positing them as entities whose activities
 evoke compliance on the part of states. This would be unfortunate because,
 as I understand it, regimes are not actors. They are neither calculative nor
 habitual. They neither undertake behavior nor seek to control. If states
 accede to them, their compliance derives from autonomous acts and not
 from responses to control efforts. Regimes establish principles, norms,
 rules, and procedures with which their founders hope their memberships will
 comply, but in the sense of interaction-of give and take, of moves forward
 and steps back, of breaking down resistance and coping with demands-
 regimes are inert, the embodiment of aspirations for cooperation. Hence
 states do not interact with regimes. The latter intervene only in the passive
 sense of supplying the context in which states interact. Conceived as passive
 structures through which action is filtered, regimes ' organize issue-areas"
 (p. 92), "reduce uncertainty" (p. 94), "permit governments" (p. 97), "help
 states" (p. 97), and "facilitate negotiations" (p. 107); but it must be continu-
 ously held in mind that such phraseology describes a context and not an
 actor.

 Stated differently, if states find compliance difficult and a regime's princi-
 ples, norms, rules, and procedures in need of modification, they do not
 relate to the regime itself. Rather they turn to other states, either in bilateral
 or multilateral settings, and propose negotiations to alter the rules and pro-
 cedures constituting the regime. Or, if this fails, they declare their participa-
 tion in the regime at an end and turn to other channels to achieve their needs
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 and wants elsewhere and by other means. By viewing regimes as intervening
 variables, however, one might easily overlook these relational dynamics and
 begin to attribute actorlike qualities to the regimes themselves. At one point,
 in fact, Keohane slips into this fallacy with an unexplained reference to
 regimes "and their international organizations" (p. 237), a comment that
 proves startling because previously the existence of a regime was not
 posited as contingent on it having an affiliated or associated organization.

 In other words, regimes are not in any meaningful sense variables. They
 intervene, yes; but they do so contextually and not through systematic and
 variable actions. Keohane does not posit any explicit continua along which
 regimes may vary. Through the analysis of case studies, of course, their
 substantive foci are treated as variable; but comparisons of how the strength
 of a regime's principles, the breadth of its norms, the specificity of its rules,
 or the coherence of its procedures may vary from issue-area to issue-area
 are conspicuously absent because the definition of regimes is not subse-
 quently transformed into a set of variables. Such a transformation would not
 be especially difficult. One can think of a host of techniques for measuring
 and comparing variations in the principles, norms, rules, and procedures
 that characterize a single regime across time or that differentiate several
 regimes at a point in time. As they are presently treated in the literature,
 however, regimes are constants on the international scene, part of the con-
 text that enhances and/or restrains the conduct of states. In effect, as con-
 textual factors that facilitate the flow of information and the reduction of
 transaction costs, they are elements of the culture operative at any moment
 in time on an international scale. The very definition that conceives of re-
 gimes as principles, norms, rules, and procedures is precisely what comes
 to mind when one ponders the culture of any human system. And just
 as grievous errors can follow if culture is reified and treated as an actor
 in relationships, so is it possible to slip into viewing regimes as one
 of the actors that interactively sustains international relationships and
 cooperation.

 Another route to reifying regimes needs to be noted: first, by positing
 authority as existing apart from those who are supposed to comply with it
 and, second, by treating regimes as having authority even though they lack
 the officials necessary to exercise it, one may logically speak of regimes as
 actors. John Ruggie, for example, proceeds in this fashion by observing that
 "the formation and transformation of international regimes may be said to
 represent a concrete manifestation of the internationalization of political
 authority.' '51 By this I think he means that since states comply with the
 principles, norms, rules, and procedures of regimes, the latter have author-

 51. John Gerard Ruggie, "International Regimes, Transactions, and Change: Embedded
 Liberalism in the Postwar Economic Order," International Organization 36 (Spring 1982), p.
 380.
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 ity even though they are not organizations or governments. Such an ap-
 proach strikes me as undermining the concept of political authority; it
 represents a formalist perspective that accords authority an existence apart
 from those who attempt to wield it and those toward whom it is directed. To
 be sure, in many cases the principles, norms, rules, and procedures do exist
 and they are subscribed to and complied with; but both the subscription and
 the compliance derive from and are sustained by dynamics external to the
 contextual structures of regimes. It would be regrettable to be diverted from
 comprehending these dynamics because of an assumption that through re-
 gimes international authority is in place and effective.52

 It should be stressed that Keohane does not, except in the one sentence
 noted above, slip into treating regimes as actors, as interactive parties to
 relationships. For him they are contextual at any point in time and interven-
 ing variables across time as the parties to them alter their principles, norms,
 rules, and procedures. To be sure, he points to the principles, norms, rules,
 and procedures as amounting to "injunctions" with which states comply in
 effective regimes. Yet, he consistently stops short of treating reactions to
 regime injunctions as interactive relationships. The injunctions are to be
 found in written documents and not in behavioral initiatives. For, to repeat,
 regimes do not bargain or otherwise participate in sequences of interaction.
 They possess the capability of evoking compliance only in the sense that
 they are part of a contract to which actors may feel obliged to accede.

 For the same reasons Keohane does not unknowingly slip into equating
 international regimes with international organizations. Where the latter have
 secretariats authorized to issue directives and even hound members to sup-
 ply information and comply with requests for reports on their record of
 implementing organizational regulations,53 regimes have no means of enforc-
 ing their rules or even of checking into whether or not the rules are being
 applied. As Keohane puts it, "if we view international regimes . . . as
 attempts to construct hierarchies, or quasi-governments, they will appear
 weak to the point of ineffectiveness" (p. 237). At the same time he does not
 hesitate in treating international regimes as "international institutions" (p.
 252), which is another way of reiterating that some parts of the context and
 culture in which global relationships and issues unfold are semiformalized
 and explicated even in the absence of the authority and mechanisms of a
 central government.

 52. For an enlightening assessment of the concept of authority in which compliance with the
 injunctions of regimes and international organizations is conceived to involve "the authorita-
 tive" -"a wider set of values, beliefs, arrangements, and practices" -rather than authority,
 see Richard E. Flathman, The Practice of Political Authority: Authority and the Authoritative
 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1985), p. 50.

 53. For a lengthy analysis of how one such organization, the International Labour Organisa-
 tion, pressed its members to report on their record of compliance with the organization's
 directives, see Ernst B. Haas, Beyond the Nation-state (Stanford: Stanford University Press,
 1964).
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 In sum, although Keohane does not reify regimes, his treatment of them
 tends to obscure the systemic contexts in which world politics unfold. But
 this is not to suggest that the regime concept should be abandoned. Others
 may be persuaded that regimes can be no more than diversionary phenom-
 ena54 or that they can best be understood through "verstehen," revealed
 meaning and/or discourse analysis;55 but given the record of Keohane's ac-

 complishment in this regard, there are good reasons to hope that the concept
 can serve to focus rather than divert our analytic talents. What is needed is
 neither a concept of regimes which posits them as understandable only
 through "verstehen" nor one which argues for the replacement of regime-

 type approaches by a framework in which all states act exclusively to benefit
 their own particular cultures and interests. Rather, such approaches need to
 be extended to include careful attention to macro-micro interactions and the

 contextual, cultural, institutional, and other kinds of habitual factors opera-
 tive in global systems.

 Continuity or collapse?

 The success of Keohane and the contributors to the Oye volume on the
 fourth criterion for grandiose theory is as distinctive as it is positive. Most
 political scientists, in my judgment, tend to start from the premise that the
 systems of interest to them are enduring-that the likelihood of their getting
 from Monday to Tuesday at any moment in time is considerable, that, in-
 deed, what happens on Monday is the best predictor of what will happen on
 Tuesday-a presumption that usually leads them to focus on those factors
 that can intervene between Monday and Tuesday to inhibit coherence and

 undermine continuity. Quite the opposite orientation pervades After He-
 gemony and Cooperation under Anarchy. These are among those rare works
 wherein the underlying assumption-indeed, in Keohane's case, the "key

 puzzle" (pp. 16, 43, 183)-is that the transition from today to tomorrow is
 precarious, that in the absence of effective authority the built-in tendency

 toward collapse is as likely as not to prevail. From this perspective the path
 that must be traversed to get from today to tomorrow is studded with obsta-
 cles that can throw a system off course and even bring about its demise.
 Such an organizing premise leads quite naturally to a focus on those factors
 that somehow enable any system (including regimes) to manage the transi-
 tion from one point in time to the next. Indeed, if one approaches collec-
 tivities as always on the verge of collapsing into their environments, their

 54. For a dissenting view on the value of the regime concept, see Susan Strange, "Cave! Hic
 Dragones: A Critique of Regime Analysis," International Organization 36 (Spring 1982), pp.
 479-97.

 55. Kratochwil and Ruggie, "International Organization: A State of the Art on an Art of the
 State," pp. 765-66.
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 perpetuation through time becomes an awesome sight-a testimony to the
 power of habit, as magnificent a spectacle at the social level as any that can
 be found in nature or the built environment.

 Some might contend that it make little difference whether the theorist
 proceeds from an assumption of continuity or collapse, that in either event

 she is bound to consider both conflict and cooperation in the course of

 constructing her theory. Although this is not the place to develop the argu-
 ment fully, I would respond that an important analytic choice is involved
 here, that substantial differences do follow from how a genuine puzzle is
 framed. In the first place, a very different literature is consulted when the

 puzzle is posed as one of cooperation rather than conflict. Second, and even
 more important, how the theorist proceeds from the assumption of collapse
 is likely to be much more productive than if she starts with the assumption of
 continuity. Given the expectation of imminent collapse, she is less likely to
 take the habits that promote continuity for granted as she probes for the
 dynamics of instability than if she assumes continuity and focuses on the

 forces that undermine it. Spiraling conflicts, that is, tend to be all-consuming
 and to allow little concern for a distant time when cooperation and coher-
 ence might prevail. Such theorizing is likely to be concerned with how the
 spiral might be brought to a halt, but pondering how the downhill thrust
 might be reversed and a new uphill spiral initiated is likely to seem prema-
 ture. An approach founded on the ever-present possibility of collapse, on the
 other hand, appears likely to lead the theorist to consider the nature of the
 conflict involved as well as the mechanisms that promote and sustain
 cooperation.56

 Some examples are in order. Consider, say, Beirut and Kiev as two ana-
 lysts of community systems differentiated by their orientations toward con-
 tinuity and collapse, respectively, might compare them. For the theorist who

 56. It is important to note that studying cooperation from the perspective of an ever-present
 possibility of systemic collapse is quite different from studying it in the context of international
 anarchy. In the Oye volume the problem is posed as comprehending the strategic and institu-
 tional bases of international cooperation under the condition of "perpetual anarchy," by which
 is meant the absence of any "central authority [that] imposes limits on the pursuit of sovereign
 interests" (Oye, "Explaining Cooperation under Anarchy," p. 1). Axelrod and Keohane stress
 that treating anarchy as "a lack of common government in world politics" is not meant to imply
 that the international system lacks established structures, norms, organizations, or stable ex-
 pectations. All of these systemic attributes are acknowledged and seen to vary from one issue-
 area to another. Nevertheless, as simply the lack of common government, anarchy is "a
 constant," a context within which politics unfolds (Axelrod and Keohane, "Achieving Cooper-
 ation under Anarchy," p. 226). The assumption of an ever-present potential for collapse, on the
 other hand, involves positing a continuum, a wide range across which systems can vary depend-
 ing on the degree to which their mechanisms and institutions promoting cooperation offset the
 tendencies toward breakdown. Such a perspective seems preferable to the anarchy-as-a-
 constant approach since it allows for a lack of government without conceptually ignoring the
 other types of authority structures that can and do prevail in world politics. (For an effort to
 draw a map of the world which depicts authority structures rather than countries and states, see
 Rosenau, "Authority Structures in North-South Relations.")
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 assumes that systems are marked by a probability of continuity, the recent
 history of Beirut will stand out as a classic model of conflict processes. The

 theorist is thus likely to be disinclined to pay attention to the politics of Kiev
 and to devote considerable energy to explaining the complex tragedy of
 Beirut's precipitous decline. For her counterpart who assumes ever-present

 collapse, on the other hand, the question of how and why Kiev persists
 through time as a stable system is likely to serve as a good theoretical foil for
 the equally compelling question of how and why Beirut's downward spiral is
 so inexorable.57 Much the same can be said for students of international
 politics who seek theoretical understanding by comparing, say, the U.S.-
 Canadian relationship with the U.K.-Argentine or USSR-Chinese relation-
 ships. Again, those with the premise of imminent collapse are likely to
 develop a broader theory than are their colleagues who presume continuity.
 The latter are unlikely to pause to consider the U.S.-Canadian relationship,
 whereas the former will want to explore it as a basis for comprehending

 more stormy bilateral relationships.58
 The conception of cooperation developed in After Hegemony and Cooper-

 ation under Anarchy closely parallels this reasoning. The several authors
 stress that cooperation is more than the presence of shared interests, that it
 can be promoted through bargaining, that it involves activity on the part of
 the cooperating parties-what Keohane calls "mutual policy adjustment"
 (p. 16)-and that the adjustments are necessary because discord prevails

 among the parties. The dynamics of cooperation, in other words, are rooted
 in conflict, an important insight that one is not likely to develop if one starts
 from the premise that continuity is the state of political nature.

 Is all of this to assert that present-day Beirut is the quintessential model

 for understanding politics? Am I seriously asserting that the potential frag-
 mentation of any system into sectors delineated by checkpoints at armed
 intersections is the underlying political reality? Yes, that is the message.
 Beirut is not an isolated example, driven by special forces associated with
 the unique history of the Middle East. Its tragedy is inherent in any commu-
 nity and recognizing this, as Keohane does when he asks how regimes

 manage to outlast hegemons, allows us to discern and appreciate more fully

 both the fragility and the self-reinforcing dynamics of political habits, norms,
 rules, and institutions as they are built up and sustained across time by
 processes of political socialization and learning.

 57. The decision to use Kiev in this comparison was made some six months prior to the
 accident at Chernobyl and the subsequent evidence that Kiev's stability was susceptible to
 considerable fluctuation. I have not altered the example because Kiev's present problems
 poignantly highlight the exact point the comparison seeks to establish.

 58. Viewed in this way, it is not surprising that one of Keohane's earliest works dealt with the
 U.S.-Canadian relationship (see Robert 0. Keohane and Joseph S. Nye, "Introduction: The
 Complex Politics of Canadian-American Interdependence," International Organization 28
 [Autumn 1974], pp. 595-607) and that subsequently he treated the relationship as a prime
 example of complex interdependence (see Robert 0. Keohane and Joseph S. Nye, Power and
 Interdependence: World Politics in Transition [Boston: Little, Brown, 1977], chap. 7).
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 Macro-micro interaction

 The more the theorist comes to appreciate the relevance of these learning

 processes to the capacity of systems to persist and avoid collapse, the more

 she is likely to build micro as well as macro variables into her models and to
 see political life at all levels as sustained by individuals who are conditioned
 and constrained by institutions and cultures at the macro level even as their

 habitual actions also sustain these more encompassing institutions and cul-

 tures. This macro-micro interaction involves delicate balances that can be
 disturbed by either subsystemic or systemic developments, and it is the

 political consequences of these disturbances which often underlie the puz-
 zles we seek to unravel.

 The reader will recall that this perspective departs sharply from realist

 models in that adherents of the latter are able to take micro structures for

 granted. In the absence of new and powerful exogenous developments, they

 presume that macro collectivities and systems will get from one moment in

 time to the next. Thus, as previously noted, they need not be concerned with
 micro variables or stand in awe of the fact that macro structures somehow

 manage to persist. Viewed in terms of habit-driven actors, on the other
 hand, such persistence is always problematic since habits are subject to new

 learning.

 The theoretical orientations of Keohane and his colleagues lie between
 the realist perspective and the one advanced here. They also build micro as
 well as macro components into their analyses, but they do so via a different

 route. Although Keohane in particular recognizes that both macro and micro

 variables can be relevant, he does not posit them as interactive. For him the
 micro variables are, rather, residual dynamics to be examined when macro

 variables fail to yield adequate explanations (pp. 25-26). Thus he proceeds,
 reluctantly, from system ("outside-in") to unit level ("inside-out") theory

 on the grounds that otherwise "no systemic analysis can be complete"

 (p. 26).
 It follows that although both volumes under review fall short on this fifth

 criterion for grandiose theory, this shortfall does not result from a neglect of
 micro-level phenomena. On the contrary, not only do all the contributors to
 Cooperation under Anarchy self-consciously confine themselves to strate-
 gies adapted or eschewed by those who bargain on behalf of states, but in
 After Hegemony Keohane also devotes primary attention to the game-

 theoretic functions of cost-benefit decisions. What he calls his "functional
 theory of international regimes" is derived precisely from sorting through,
 first, a microeconomic world in which all actors make rational choices and,
 second, a relaxed version of this perspective in which their rationality is
 bounded by informational and cognitive limits and their egotism thus suscep-
 tible to lapses into altruism and empathy.

 So there is no lack of attention to activity at the micro level. The difficulty
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 is rather that all the authors employ an extremely narrow conception of the

 micro level and the actors who populate it. They limit the level largely to
 public officials who make choices and estimate utility functions. Keohane
 makes an occasional reference to producers and consumers (p. 191), domes-

 tic political actors (p. 213), and domestic political processes and belief sys-

 tems (p. 215), but a preponderance of his analysis focuses on governments
 and their personnel. Spokespersons for political parties, ethnic organiza-

 tions, religious movements, trade unions, peace groups, and many of the
 other collectivities and coalitions that sustain political processes are no-
 where to be found. Similarly, although the three political economy essays in

 Cooperation under Anarchy refer briefly to the presence of money and trad-
 ing interests and the role of bankers, again the preponderant concern is with
 states and their leaders.

 The trouble with this concentration on public officials and agencies is that
 it confines whatever variability occurs at the micro level exclusively to the
 values that officials build into their utility functions, values that I understand

 are conceived to reflect the distillation of all the dynamics and political
 considerations-their "interests" -to which the actors attach priority at the
 time they make their choices. As I see it, this places too heavy a conceptual
 burden on utility functions. Not only does it purport to combine into a

 single, coherent whole those priorities that emerge from the diverse inter-
 play of subnational, national, and transnational actors as they are affected
 by emergent resource scarcities, the microelectronic revolution, or any
 other dynamics that may drive world politics; but it also tends to presume
 that utility functions incorporate an awareness on the part of the actors of all

 the dynamics that shape their decisions. Although theoretical elegance may
 thus be served, the price in terms of conceptual clarity and empirical insight
 strikes me as inordinately high. Micro actors are more variable, and their
 interactions with macro-level phenomena subject to more variability, than is
 captured through estimates of utility functions.

 Stated differently, whether the utility estimates of micro actors are based

 on classic or bounded rationality, the procedures underlying their construc-
 tion are conceived as calculative and not merely responsive; intellectual and
 not also organizational; decisional and not also impulsive; reflective and not
 also routinized; sustained by elaborate reasoning and not by conflicting de-
 mands. In both rational modes, therefore, interaction is initiated and main-

 tained by a bargaining process in which ends and means are juxtaposed and
 contested. Such premises may be appropriate to market economies, but they
 are hardly sufficient bases for interpreting a rapidly changing, ever more
 interdependent world of politics in which the forces playing on the actors

 differentiate their structures, reinforce their habits, impel their conduct, and
 render their task of estimating consensually based utility functions ex-

 tremely difficult. Of what use is it, to cite but one example, to collapse the
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 concerns of steel users in the United States into a utility function when they
 "frequently support protection which raises their [import] prices."59

 The contributors to the Oye volume are not unaware of this crucial prob-
 lem. As previously noted, Axelrod and Keohane acknowledge the impor-
 tance of control in the conduct of bargaining strategies and at another point
 they stress how perceptual processes can distort the making of rational
 policy decisions.60 The commitment to rational-choice models, however, is a
 powerful one, and at least in the case of this symposium it is clear that the
 macro-micro foundations of politics are not allowed to divert the analysis.
 Such foundations are disposed of, rather, by treating them as "the toughest
 problem confronting successful empirical application of game theory. "61 Yet
 they are not so tough as to necessitate modification of the reliance on utility
 functions. To preserve the functions, instead, "we must posit national goals
 that depend on internal values as well as external circumstances, thereby
 incorporating other empirical and theoretical understandings of international
 issues into the model.' 62 How such goals are to be derived and utility func-
 tions constructed, however, is nowhere specified or even explored! And
 when they are specified, will the result not correspond more to the habit-
 driven actor than to the rational actor!

 There are other important difficulties that flow from narrowing the micro
 level to public officials who calculate utility functions. One is that such a
 perspective inhibits analysis of the endlessly relevant tensions between
 change and continuity in world politics. As previously noted, much of the
 continuity derives from habitual modes of thought and action-activities
 that can be so fully integrated into the orientations of micro actors as to be
 unrecognized by them-and it is only as these rote habits begin to break
 down that change can evolve. Obviously, however, the tensions between
 such habits and the challenges to them cannot be traced through the calcula-
 tion of utility functions. Notwithstanding the compelling logic of the habit-
 driven world, we do not know nearly enough about the role of habits in
 global life-their vulnerabilities and durability-but we do understand that
 their operation is not premeditated, that to treat them as possible compo-
 nents of calculative processes is to run counter to the involuntary and sub-
 conscious dynamics that sustain them.63 One cannot have it both ways with

 59. I. M. Destler and John S. Odell, "The Politics of 'Anti-Protection': Pro-Trade Groups in
 US Policymaking" (Paper presented at a study group of the Institute for International Econom-
 ics, Washington, D.C., 28 October 1985, p. 34; italics in the original).

 60. Axelrod and Keohane, "Achieving Cooperation under Anarchy," p. 247.
 61. Snidal, "The Game THEORY of International Politics," p. 40.
 62. Ibid.
 63. An illustration of our ignorance of the dynamics of habit in world politics concerns the

 differences among observers over whether the structures of international systems-those pat-
 terns that recur so often as to be the product of learned habits rather than calculated strate-
 gies-are "deep" or "shallow." The issue here is how rooted into the orientations of actors do
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 utility functions: either they are calculative and thereby free of habituality,
 or they subsume habitual modes and consist of more than calculation, thus
 losing their utility as mechanisms for setting priorities among relevant
 values. Keohane chose the former conceptual strategy and foreclosed a
 chance to probe incisively into the macro-micro interactions that shape the
 pace and direction of global change.

 The absence of differentiated micro actors also tends to undermine the
 focus on relational phenomena. Although government-to-government in-
 teractions predominate in world politics, a substantial proportion of the
 activities of governments in the international arena consist of efforts to
 modify, preserve, or otherwise control the attitudes and behavior of non-
 governmental actors and publics. Indeed, as Keohane has demonstrated in
 an earlier work,64 in this era of complex interdependence some of the most
 intriguing control relationships involve private groups responding to those
 from abroad who seek their compliance. Yet, none of this delicate interac-
 tion can be discovered with a formulation that relies on utility functions.
 Despite Keohane's assumption that "governments calculate their interests
 minutely on every issue facing them" (p. 107), it is hard to imagine empiri-
 cally that utility functions can be calculated and recalculated swiftly enough
 to keep up with the fast-paced interplay that can accompany the exercise of
 control. In such situations the need to respond to rapidly changing circum-
 stances acquires a logic and momentum of its own which defy incorporation
 into the goal-oriented priorities out of which utility functions are fashioned.

 Still another problem posed by a narrow micro level involves regimes and
 their possible impacts. If the constituent elements of a regime are considered
 to be any international organizations, national governments, societal collec-
 tivities, private groups and individuals relevant to outcomes in a given issue-
 area who accept its principles, norms, rules, and procedures-as I had
 always thought was the case65-it follows that the regime concept is dis-
 torted when only actors for governmental entities populate the micro level.

 the principles, norms, rules, and procedures of the system become? Does the learning of them
 stick close to the surface and thus allow for swift changes? Or are they so embedded that
 traumatic circumstances are needed to induce change? In thinking about such questions it is
 provocative to recall how quickly predispositions toward former enemies in international wars
 can change relative to the inclinations toward adversaries in civil wars. Such a comparison
 suggests that habits in international systems may not be nearly as deep as structuralists assume;
 or at least they are not as deep-seated as is the case in domestic systems. An effort to extend
 understanding of the role of habits in world politics would, doubtless, lead to the literature on
 belief systems, cognitive balance, and the scattered works on how the "lessons of history" get
 selected and acquired. My first attempt to break into the problem can be found in "Breakpoints
 in History: Nuclear Weapons, Oil Embargoes, and Public Skills as Parametric Shifts."

 64. Robert 0. Keohane and Joseph S. Nye, Jr., eds., Transnational Relations and World
 Politics (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1972).

 65. For a conception of regimes corresponding to my own, See Donald J. Puchala and
 Raymond F. Hopkins, "International Regimes: Lessons from Inductive Analysis," special
 issue, International Organization 36 (Spring 1982), p. 247.
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 Keohane does not explicitly exclude nongovernmental actors from the micro
 level, but neither does he explicitly treat them as components of regimes,
 and at one point (p. 185) he implies that normally regimes are intergovern-
 mental in structure.66 Thus his analysis of regime stability subsequent to the
 decline of hegemony suffers from a lack of systematic concern for the extent
 to which a variety of relevant micro actors adhere to the principles, norms,
 rules, and procedures of a regime.

 What I am trying to stress, in short, is that any grandiose theory of world
 politics requires a full array of nongovernmental actors if the political dy-
 namics inherent in the use of control, the exercise of authority, the genera-
 tion of compliance, and the breakdown of habits are to be observed as they
 pass back and forth between the macro and micro levels of aggregation. This
 requirement is especially compelling when attention focuses on that elusive
 international realm wherein order and cooperation somehow prevail despite
 the absence of authoritative mechanisms of governance. If regimes are
 among these mechanisms, surely a full assessment of their impact must
 extend beyond governments to the private sector and its leaders.

 The place of values

 On this criterion for grandiose theory Keohane's book is a model of how
 social scientists ought to proceed. He makes no pretense at engaging in
 value-free inquiry, asserting instead that his "values necessarily affect [his]
 argument" and that thus it is only "fair to the reader" to explicate the values
 underlying his analysis (p. 10). This reasoning leads him to a delicate and
 lengthy discussion of how and why he values cooperation, with due empha-
 sis on the admission that some forms of cooperation can have noxious con-
 sequences and should not be promoted. Likewise, he makes clear that he
 sees virtue in international regimes as "morally justifiable" even as he rec-
 ognizes several ways in which they can violate elemental principles of jus-

 66. It may be more than nit-picking to note that in his work with Axelrod, Keohane departs
 from the intergovernmental conception and explicitly presumes that private actors are regime
 members by citing the activities of bankers and creditor committees in "the international
 lending regime" (p. 237). Keohane is not alone in his lack of precision on regime membership.
 The literature of the field is far from clear and consistent on the identity of regime members.
 Some observers confine membership to states; others allow for private members and still others
 waver on the distinction. Oran Young, for example, insists on a public membership even as he
 acknowledges the relevance of activity by private actors: "the members of international re-
 gimes are always sovereign states, though the parties carrying out the actions governed by
 international regimes are often private entities (for example, fishing companies, banks, or
 private airlines)" (Young, "International Regimes: Problems of Concept Formation," World
 Politics 32 [April 1980], p. 333). On the other hand, Ernst Haas suggests that one's conception
 of an "appropriate membership for a regime" depends on a choice between "centralization and
 decentralization" as the focus of concern and action (Haas, "Why Collaborate? Issue-Linkage
 and International Regimes," World Politics 32 [April 1980], p. 404).
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 tice and equity, especially when the costs and benefits to poor countries are
 considered.

 Curiously, however, a keen self-consciousness with respect to coopera-
 tion in global politics can be costly. Although few would quarrel with the
 desirability of a world marked by evolving tendencies toward cooperative
 undertakings, those who elevate this value to a central analytic focus run
 the risk of overlooking the dynamics that both constrain and sustain the

 cooperative tendencies. This risk is perhaps greatest with respect to the
 inclination to define the main puzzle in terms of why and how cooperation
 occurs under conditions of anarchy. Not only can such a formulation over-
 simplify the prevailing circumstances confronting the cooperators (in the
 sense that anarchy is defined merely as the absence of an effective sovereign
 government), but it also prevents recognition and clarification of the impor-
 tant ways in which cooperation is inextricably linked into the anarchy.

 As noted, this obfuscation does not occur in After Hegemony. Throughout

 Keohane stresses the close links between discord and cooperation. In Coop-
 eration under Anarchy, on the other hand, commitment to the virtues of
 cooperative action become even stronger as the search broadens to uncover
 strategies that any actor, and not just hegemons and regimes, may follow to
 promote cooperation. One consequence of this extension is that the under-

 standing which links discord and cooperation tends to fray. Or at least it
 appears to me that, by so self-consciously valuing cooperative strategies,
 Keohane and his collaborators are led to posit defection as the opposite of
 cooperation. To the extent that cooperation prevails, defection is reduced
 (or vice versa)-that is the underlying analytic framework toward which they
 are impelled by their value commitments and their game-theoretic perspec-
 tives. This strikes me as regrettable. Defection is not conflict. It is a choice
 in a bargaining situation, a choice that may derive from conflict but that may
 also be a ploy designed to postpone decision or even to enhance the pros-
 pects for cooperation. Consequently, the concept of defection seems to
 obscure the large degree to which cooperation and conflict are functions of
 each other. At any moment in time, that is, the cooperation initiated is likely
 to be at least partially a direct response to unfolding conflicts. Why? The
 answer is straightforward: except in the rare instances when systems break
 down through secession or all-out war, the elements of any social system
 have to cooperate in order to sustain themselves and the system of which
 they are a part.

 It follows that as their conflicts intensify, so will their efforts at coopera-

 tion. This happened with Kennedy and Khrushchev in the Cuban missile
 crisis, just as more recently the United States and Japan cooperated when
 the latter's exports threatened their trading system. Indeed, if cooperation
 and conflict are hypothesized as necessary functions of each other, it is
 hardly surprising that an extensive analysis of 5,550 international events in
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 1966 revealed that the proportion of cooperative acts in the global system is
 virtually identical to the proportion of conflictual acts.67

 The central findings of the Oye volume illustrate how an undue preoccupa-
 tion with cooperation as a value to be promoted can divert attention from

 key dynamics that link it to the conflict inherent in an anarchical world. The
 case studies making up the symposium highlight the conclusion that the three

 aforementioned variables-the payoff structure, the shadow of the future,
 and the number of players-are crucial to understanding "the success and
 failure of attempts at cooperation in both military-security and political-

 economic relations. "68 What is noteworthy in this analysis, however, is the
 absence of any variables pertaining to the breadth, depth, duration, and
 scale of the conflicts toward which the cooperation attempts were directed.
 To be sure, measures of conflict are embedded in the degree to which payoff
 structures reflect mutual interests and perceptions of the future's shadow are
 shared, but such measures are not likely to be as fully assessed as spin-offs
 of cooperation as would be the case if the conflictual dimensions of anarchy
 were broken down and treated as interactive variables in situations rather

 than as contextual constants.
 But how can one serve one's commitment to cooperation without running

 the risk of overlooking key dynamics in world politics? One possible solu-
 tion is to broaden the concept of anarchy to what elsewhere I have called
 "patterned chaos."69 The absence of a sovereign government-anarchy-
 can readily be treated as a prime source of global chaos, and, in turn, such a
 conception allows for a recasting of the problem that is so puzzling: instead
 of trying to account for cooperation under anarchy, we are led to explain
 why so much of the chaos we observe in the world is patterned. Presumably

 this search for patterns will lead to probes of the dynamics of both coopera-
 tion and conflict, not to mention the cascading processes through which they
 sustain each other.

 Null hypotheses

 As noted earlier, builders of grandiose theories of world politics can be given
 a license to develop their models without an initial concern for operationaliz-
 ing their definitions or precisely specifying their variables. To constrain
 them within the bounds of normal science at the outset would be to run the
 risk of curbing their creative impulses and imaginative insights. There is one

 67. Charles A. McClelland and Gary D. Hoggard, "Conflict Patterns in the Interactions
 among Nations," in James N. Rosenau, ed., International Politics and Foreign Policy: A
 Reader in Research and Theory, rev. ed. (New York: Free, 1969), p. 715.

 68. Axelrod and Keohane, "Achieving Cooperation under Anarchy," p. 227.
 69. Rosenau, "A Pre-Theory Revisited," pp. 256-62.
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 constraint, however, to which those who aspire to grandiose theory should

 conform if their work is to be other than intuitive rumination: namely, they
 should be ever conscious of what developments could negate the central

 thrusts of their theorizing. An awareness of null hypotheses need not limit

 the scope of their theorizing or prevent them from wandering off course; but

 to ensure continuity of the social processes that underlie the knowledge-
 building enterprise, it is necessary for them to be sensitive to how their
 formulations can be proven erroneous.

 Perhaps because it is a symposium with limited space for each contributor

 to include null hypotheses, Cooperation under Anarchy does not stand out
 in this respect. Aside from one notation that properly grounded game theory

 can yield "(potentially) falsifiable empirical claims,"70 it is marked more by a
 confidence in the utility of rational-actor models than a humility born of
 sensitivity to null hypotheses.

 Quite the contrary is the case with Keohane's book, however. He scores
 well on this final criteria of grand theory. No, this understates his openness

 to refutation. It is more that his sensitivities to null hypotheses are writ large

 throughout the book as he carefully, consistently, and plainly records each

 step in his theorizing. Toward the end he explicitly enumerates three condi-
 tions "under which my forecasts about hegemony, or my theory of coopera-
 tion, would be falsified" (p. 218-19). Such an orientation is a challenge, an
 open invitation to other students of world politics to explore the important
 questions that he and his colleagues have addressed. I think it is an invitation
 worth accepting.

 70. Snidal, "The Game THEORY of International Politics," p. 56.
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